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The research presented in this thesis is focused on highly efficient and data 
compressed ultrafast single pixel imaging (SPI) systems based on photonic time 
stretch (PTS) technique. Three ultrafast SPI systems are presented and analysed 
with unique features of low-cost, compact, highly efficient and optical data 
compression. 
The first ultrafast SPI system is a highly efficient, fibre-compatible ultrafast 
imaging system based on PTS using a 45¡ tilted fibre grating (45¡ TFG). The 45¡ 
TFG serves as an in-fibre lateral diffraction element, replacing bulky and lossy free-
space diffraction gratings in conventional PTS imaging systems. This new design 
significantly reduces the volume of conventional PTS imaging systems, improves 
energy efficiency and system stability. A proof-of-principle demonstration of our 
proposed PTS imaging system is performed for the first time with improved spatial 
resolution and ultrafast detecting speed of 46 m/s.  
Secondly, data compressed ultrafast photonic time stretch imaging is investigated 
with the help of a spatial mask for spatial domain compressed sensing. In practice, a 
spatial light modulator (SLM) is utilized as a passive optical random pattern 
modulator, namely, spatial mask, in spatial domain. This combines the benefit of 
compressed sensing (CS) and PTS techniques. And a high speed CS imaging 
system is obtained with a compression ratio of 55.6%. Besides, time-domain CS 
applied in ultrafast real-time optical coherent tomography (OCT) is experimentally 
demonstrated as well. 
Finally, an all-optical CS imaging system based on PTS and multimode interference 
using a multimode fibre (MMF) is demonstrated. The MMF acts as a low-cost 
random optical speckle pattern generator	based on ultrafast wavelength tuning in 
PTS. Each wavelength of the optical light generates a repeatable and stable random 
optical speckle pattern, which has the feature of low-correlated relation between 
different optical speckle patterns. This technique can overcome the speed limit in 
existing CS photonic time stretch imaging, where imaging speed is much lower 
than the pulse repetition rate.   
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1. Background  
	
Single-pixel imaging (SPI) is an emerging imaging paradigm that allows images to 
be detected via using a single point detector, and has received drastically increasing 
attentions in recent years  [1]. Conventional SPI has obtained widely applications in 
optical coherence tomography [2], confocal optical microscopy  [3], tomographic 
terahertz imaging  [4] and ghost imaging  [5] at visible/infrared wavelengths.   
SPI has the advantages of low-cost imaging systematic infrastructure, which uses a 
single pixel detector instead of expensive cameras. This allows it applied 
extensively in low light conditions. Also, SPI is combined with compressed sensing 
(CS) and / or photonic time-stretch (PTS) to achieve better performance with the 
purpose of data compression and ultrafast imaging, these techniques enhanced the 











Space to Wavelength conversion Wavelength to Time conversion
 
Figure 1.1 One of the most popular traditional ultrafast SPI system with space to wavelength 
conversion and wavelength to time conversion [6]. 
 
Compared to conventional imaging systems using charge-coupled device (CCD) or 
complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS), which can achieve at a 
maximum speed of 40MHz  [7], ultrafast SPI systems based on PTS can easily 
demonstrate with a frame rate of tens of hundreds of MHz or even tens of GHz  [8Ð
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12].  Besides, the ultrafast SPI draws extensive attention due to its advantage of 
enabling images acquiring with a single point detector  [6,13Ð17] at a low-cost.   
Figure 1.1 shows one of the most popular traditional ultrafast SPI systems, which 
has two steps: space to wavelength conversion and wavelength to time conversion. 
First of all, the imaging information in the spatial domain has to be encoded to 
optical light wavelength domain via a spatial disperser, which can perform uniform 
one-to-one mapping between the space and wavelength. Then, the converted 
wavelength information is further converted into time domain via a temporal 
disperser, which has the feature of uniform one-to-one mapping between 
wavelength and time. Thus, uniform one-to-one mapping between space and time is 
obtained, and the spatial imaging information can be detected in temporal domain, 
and a single-pixel photo-detector (PD) can be applied for imaging. Note in this 











Figure 1.2 Ultrafast SPI system based on spatial disperser and temporal disperser.  
	
Figure 1.2 illustrates the ultrafast SPI system based on spatial disperser and 
temporal disperser. An optical pulse with broadband spectrum from mode-locked 
laser (MLL) will propagate into the spatial disperser after circulator. The spatial 
disperser is one kind of diffractive optical elements, such as commonly used 
diffraction grating for 1dimonsional (1D) imaging  [18] and virtually imaged 
phased array (VIPA) for 1dimonsional (2D)  imaging  [19]. Uniform one-to-one 
mapping between spectrum and space is obtained in spatial disperser. When the 
pulse is reflected by the object (note the system can also work in transmission 
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mode, i.e. light transmitted through the object), image information in spatial 
domain is mapped into spectrum domain. After transmitted through the temporal 
disperser, uniform one-to-one mapping between the spectrum and time is achieved 
via the application of dispersive compensating fibre (DCF). Thus, the imaging 
information in the spatial domain is converted into temporal waveform in time 
domain. A single-pixel PD is utilized to detect the temporal waveform and followed 
by a real-time oscilloscope to receive the signal. Also, in such a system the order of 
spatial disperser and temporal disperser can be reversed.  
Nowadays several of ultrafast optical imaging methods using the PTS technique 
were proposed and implemented.  In early stage, such as in  [20], an ultrafast 
displacement sensing and barcode reading experiment was demonstrated; a hybrid 
dispersion laser scanner  [6] was presented with applications of high-speed surface 
3 dimensional (3D) vibrometry and flow cytometry using the technology named 
serial time-encoded amplified microscopy (STEAM); In  [16,21], STEAM was 
applied with the ultrafast measurement of dynamic phenomena, such as ultrafast 
imaging, laser ablation and microfluidics for medical applications. Recently, more 
and more techniques were combined with PTS based ultrafast SPI systems.  
Structured illumination  [22] was cooperated to improve the resolution of the 
imaging system. CS  [23] method was applied to solve the big data issue with the 
utilization of passive pattern. In order to replace the expensive mode-locked laser, 
an amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) source with Fabry - Perot (F-P) filter and 
Mach - Zehnder modulator (MZM) were applied  [24]. In  [25],  distributed 
feedback (DFB) laser array consists of  lasers of varied wavelengths, arrayed 
waveguide grating (AWG) and MZM are used to replace the mode-locked laser. In 
order to detect the transparent imaging object, STEAM with interferometric 
structure was employed in  [26]. Another method of detecting of transparent object 
was achieved via using Nomarski prism in STEAM  [27]. Also, ultrafast surface 
imaging based polarization-division multiplexing (PDM) and STEAM was 
presented in  [28] with enhanced spatial resolution. Another phase-shifting method 
based on STEAM was proposed in  [29] with the application of ultrafast imaging 
detection. These imaging techniques have widely been applied in the biomedical 




1.2. Challenges and aims 
	
With the development of ultrafast SPI technique, fast imaging speed is achieved 
along with the disadvantages of more complexed system [24,25], lower 
optical/energy efficiency, and most of all, expensive devices, larger volume / 
weight  [17,28]. 
Many of the techniques focus on how to make the PTS based ultrafast SPI system 
with fast imaging speed [30], more dimensional detection or observation with 
multiplexing methods  [28]. However, the current methods havenÕt been combined 
the features of low-cost and energy efficient, and high stability with reduced 
volume and weight for proposed system.  
Currently, there are two challenges. Challenge one: in order to perform the uniform 
one-to-one mapping between spectrum/wavelength and space, bulky diffraction 
gratings in imaging systems [15Ð17,22Ð24] are applied, which leads to a few 
problems. The usage of bulky diffraction gratings has the drawback of high cost 
and high insert loss of optical light due to its intrinsic diffraction nature and the 
light coupling between the fibre and open space. Also, it increases the difficulty of 
deploying imaging system and limits the potential practical applications where 
portability and low cost are required. However, few new devices, which potentially 
could simplify the existing imaging systems with high efficiency, low cost, high 
stability and compact size or light weight, have been applied or reported in the PTS 
based ultrafast SPI systems. Challenge two: large amount of data needs to be 
processed at unprecedented speed owing to the ultrafast speed of PTS based 
ultrafast SPI systems. Great pressure on the hardware when considering processing 
such large amount of data in limited time. As a result, data compressing methods 
are need to be applied in ultrafast imaging methods.    
Based on the challenge of the research, the aims of this thesis are mainly classified 
into two categories. One aim is to improve the efficiency and reduce the volume 
and cost of conventional ultrafast SPI system, simplify the system and improve the 
stability of the system via using new devices. To achieve this aim, a titled in-fibre 
grating is applied as the objective. By the utilisation of in-fibre grating, the 
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enhanced efficiency and miniature size of ultrafast imaging system can be obtained. 
The other aim is to tackle with the large amount of data, namely, big data issue, that 
is induced by the PTS based imaging systems for real-time ultrafast imaging 
information detection and corresponding data processing. The objective to achieve 
this aim is via the application of the CS method, which reduces the volume of data 
that are detected by PD and are acquired by data acquisition card, and reduces the 
cost of the system via using low-cost slow speed PDs and low bandwidth data 
acquisition cards. 
 
1.3. Contributions of this Thesis  
 
 
The distinct contributions of this thesis include: 
 
¥ A novel highly efficient and fibre compatible PTS based ultrafast SPI system 
using a 45¡ tilted fibre grating (45¡ TFG) is presented for the first time. The 45¡ 
TFG, which could reduce the volume and high light insert loss via replacing the 
traditional bulky grating, is utilised as the in-fibre diffractive grating device. The 
imaging system that using 45¡ TFG has the benefit of compact size, highly 
efficient and low light loss via eliminating the optical light insert loss between 
the fibre and open space. This new proposal could greatly reduce volume, 
enhance the efficiency and stability of the imaging system. The 45¡ TFG is for 
the first time experimentally demonstrated in the SPI system and an ultrafast 
unprecedented imaging speed of 46m/s is performed. Also, the 45¡ TFG can be 
regarded as a highly efficient beam steering device. Two free-space optical 
wireless communication systems using the 45¡ TFG are experimentally 
demonstrated with a data rate of 9.6 Gbps per wavelength/beam using 2.4 GHz 
bandwidth signals at a transmission range of 1.4m. 
 
¥ To tackle the big data issue in the traditional ultrafast SPI system, a CS method 
is presented. A CS system using passive optical random mask based traditional 
STEAM structure is experimentally demonstrated. The spatial light modulator 
(SLM) here is acted as a passive random mask in spatial domain, which 
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potentially could increase the CS imaging speed when combined with 
galvometer. Note the passive random mask is not limited to SLM, the SLM here 
is only acted as an example. This proposal combines the benefit of CS and PTS 
techniques in the ultrafast SPI system, reducing the volume of the data that need 
to be processed. A proof-of-principle experimental results show a high speed CS 
imaging system with a data compression ratio of 55.6%.  
 
¥ A new low cost ultrafast SPI system combined PTS and CS techniques using 
multimode fibre (MMF) is presented in simulation and experiment. This 
proposal reduces the volume of massive data. When a beam of light is 
transmitted through a single capsuled MMF, different wavelengths of the optical 
light will induce different, repeatable and random optical speckle patterns, which 
have low correlation and experimentally confirmed suitable for the CS method. 
Thus the MMF can be regarded as an all-optical random speckle pattern 
generator with the benefit of low cost while maintaining high bandwidth / 
ultrafast speed. With the utilization of PTS, ultrafast SPI system is performed 
using CS method. In simulation, a 27 × 27 pixels image is reconstructed with 
500 measurements (a compression ratio of 68.59%). Besides, the image 
resolution of the proposed SPI system is analysed, and the result is 42 × 42 
pixels when considering the random optical speckle patterns utilised in the 
experiment. Also, a proposal combines the CS and PTS techniques is applied in 
optical coherent tomography (OCT) and experimentally demonstrated.  
!
1.4. Thesis Outline  
 
 
Chapter 2 presents a detailed background research of PTS based ultrafast SPI 
system with varied techniques applied in the ultrafast imaging systems. First, the 
principle of STEAM is introduced. The STEAM contains two steps: space to 
spectrum/wavelength conversion and time to spectrum/wavelength conversion. In 
addition, different types of tilted fibre gratings are introduced and analysed, and 
their performances and applications are stated. Furthermore, the literature review of 
MMF is presented with different types and modes analysis of MMF, as well as its 
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application for imaging and communications. Finally, the CS method is introduced, 
and the benefit, fulfilment and applications of the CS method are stated. 
Chapter 3 presents the 45¡ TFG for PTS based ultrafast SPI systems and indoor 
free-space optical wireless communication. The theoretical and experimental 
analysis of the 45¡ TFG is presented in imaging applications. A spatial resolution 
improved highly efficient SPI system based on the 45¡ TFG is performed. The PTS 
based ultrafast SPI system using the 45¡ TFG is obtained with an unprecedented 
imaging speed. Also, a 45¡ TFG is exploited in the free-space optical wireless 
communication system as the beam steering device and a full-duplex bidirectional 
indoor free-space optical wireless communication system is experimentally 
demonstrated. 
Chapter 4 states a CS method based STEAM structure using passive random optical 
mask to tackle the big data issue. The SLM is performed as one type of passive 
random optical masks in spatial domain.  The presented system, which combines 
PTS and CS techniques using a SLM as the passive random optical mask, is 
experimentally demonstrated with a data compression rate of 55.6%. Also, an OCT 
system combined with PTS and CS techniques is experimentally demonstrated with 
a data compression rate of 66%. 
Chapter 5 states an ultrafast SPI system with the combination of the CS and PTS 
techniques based on multimode interference using MMF. The MMF is acted as a 
low cost all-optical random speckle pattern generator. The performance of the 
proposed imaging system with different data compression ratio is computationally 
investigated. Besides, the pixel resolution, speckle correlation, speckle temporal 
stability and mode dispersion in MMF is analysed.  
Chapter 6 presents the conclusions from the above investigations and potential 











In this Chapter, the most intensively utilized imaging system, namely STEAM, 
consists of two fundamental steps, which are uniform-one-to-one mapping between 
space and wavelength/spectrum and uniform-one-to-one mapping between 
wavelength/spectrum and time, is reviewed in principle and applications. A detail-
stated background of optical devices, techniques and system structures in PTS 
based ultrafast SPI systems are presented, such as the in-fibre grating device is 
introduced with its various potential application fields. The resurging ultrafast SPI 
systems based on MMF using new techniques surmounting the disadvantage of 
instability and randomization of MMF is reviewed as a low cost CS ultrafast 
imaging configuration. Finally, the performance of data compression technique (CS 
and nonlinear time-stretch) in ultrafast imaging systems reported in previous works 
is reviewed (which has the advantage of addressing the improvement in data 
process, reducing the high volume of data that needs to be processed in the ultrafast 
SPI systems).  
	
2.2. Photonics time stretch  
	
Continuous ultrafast optical imaging, which allows new discoveries in science and 
engineering  [13], at unprecedented speed of tens of million frames per second is 
invented with a great deal of attraction. This new type of imaging technology, also 
known as STEAM  [16], overcomes fundamental trade-off between imaging speed 
and sensitivity in ultrafast imaging by combining the unique mapping from the 
spatial information (image) to a serial time-domain data stream via continuous 
broadband spectrum waveform using spatial and temporal dispersions, as well as 
low noise optical amplification and high-speed single-pixel detection (single point 
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detection).  Two major indispensable steps are in STEAM, one is unique uniform 
one-to-one mapping between spatial information and continuous broadband 
spectrum waveform using spatial dispersion, the other is unique uniform one-to-one 
mapping between continuous broadband spectrum waveform and serial time-
domain data stream using temporal dispersion. The theory of these two steps is 
stated below. In this thesis, the amplification part of STEAM is not introduced 
based on the implementation of our system.  
	
2.2.1. Space to spectrum conversion 
	
Space (spatial information) to spectrum (continuous broadband spectrum 
waveform) conversion, which maps transverse spatial coordinates of the object into 
wavelength of the illuminating light, is based on unique one-to-one mapping 
between space and optical wavelength. This unique one-to-one mapping is achieved 
by spatial dispersion using optical diffraction devices, such as a diffraction 
grating  [18]  for one dimensional imaging and the joint use of a virtually imaged 
phased array (VIPA)  [19,31,32] and a diffraction grating for two dimensional (2D) 
imaging. 
An imaging system based on space to spectrum conversion, is called spectrally 
encoded imaging (SEI)  [33], which has attracted considerable research interest due 
to its features of wide options of illumination wavelength beyond visible light and a 
great number of resolvable points thanks to the broad spectral bandwidth of the 
light source and high angular dispersion of the diffraction element.  
For 1D imaging, the most commonly used diffraction element is the bulky high 
groove density diffraction gratings due to their high angular dispersion. The 














Figure 2.1 Light diffraction at a transmission plane diffraction grating with one side of high density 
groove surface.   
 
Figure 2.1 shows the process when a beam of monochromatic light is incident at 
wavelength	λ with an angle of α propagating through the transmission diffraction 
grating, which has a groove period d, also called the pitch or period, rays are 
diffracted with different discrete paths at the angles of βm (m is the order of 
diffraction) emitted from the other side of the plane grating. The angles of βm are 
measured by the grating normal, as in this case the plane grating is in transmission 
mode, the incident light and diffraction light could be regarded as mirror-rays. 
Therefore, the sign conversion for angles of βm has to be opposite to their original 
sign. Here, α > 0 is defined via measuring counter-clockwise from the grating 
normal, which is shown by arrows in Figure 2. 1, and diffracted rays of β1 > 0, β-1 < 
0, and β0 < 0. 
The relationships among grating period d, incident angle α, diffraction angles βm, 
diffraction order m and wavelength λ are describe by [34]  
)sin(sin βαλ += dm                                               (2.1) 
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G=1/d is the groove density, also called groove frequency or grooves per mm. 
Thus, equation (2.1) can be rewritten as  
βαλ sinsin +=Gm                                               (2.2) 
The angular dispersion (D) of a diffraction grating at a diffraction order m can be 
obtained from equation (2.1) via differentiating, the incident angle α is regarded as 



















=                   (2.3) 
For 2D imaging, 1D diffraction grating is usually combined with VIPA, whose 
schematic is shown in Figure 2.2. In this setup, the dispersion in x-axis and y-axis 
can be regarded as independent, the angular dispersion of diffraction grating is 
employed to perform y-axis spatial dispersion, and x-axis spatial dispersion is 
obtained by using a VIPA disperser. The theory of 2D spatial disperser 
investigation is in  [19,31,32], based on the previous analysis, the spatial dispersion 






















λλλ                           (2.4) 
where λp(x) is a wavelength whose intensity peak at the position of x, nr is the 
refractive index of VIPA, θin is the incident light angle goes to VIPA and θi is the 
incident beam angle inside of VIPA, which follows sin sin
r i in
n θ θ= , f is the focal 
length of the lens after VIPA. 





















Figure 2.2 Schematic of VIPA spectral disperser geometry. 
 
By exploiting the spatial dispersion devices of diffraction gratings for 1D mapping 
or diffraction gratings combined with VIPAs for 2D mapping, the unique uniform 
one-to-one mapping between spatial position and spectrum of incident broadband 
light can be obtained. 
2.2.2. Spectrum to time conversion 
 
To achieve ultrafast optical imaging, the space to spectrum conversion is not 
adequate because of no such equipment could detect spectrum of incident 
broadband light at ultrafast speed. Therefore, spectrum to time conversion 
technique, also known as wavelength to time mapping, photonic time-stretch (PTS), 
dispersive Fourier transform (DFT), real-time Fourier transform  [12,13,16] is 
introduced.  
The theory behind spectrum to time conversion is based on temporal dispersion. 
When a beam of broadband short-pulsed light propagating through a dispersive 
nonlinear medium, which indicates the refractive index varies for different 
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wavelengths, light of different wavelengths will travel at different speeds in that 
medium, as a result, different wavelengths can be separated after a certain distance. 
Assuming an input short-pulsed light ein(t) with its spectrum ( )inE ω , ω is the 
angular frequency. The spectral phase information ψ(ω) is added after propagating 






jxpetjEdte inout ∫=                         (2.6) 
The phase information will change due to propagating through a dispersive medium 
at a distance of L, the relation can be given by 
L⋅−= )()( ωβωψ                                                       (2.7) 
where β(ω) is called propagation constant in the medium. The Taylor series 




































,  when ω = ω 0. Also from equation (2.7), we can 
obtain L
nn
⋅= βψ .  
If β(ω) is a linear function of ω, then 
ϖββωωββωβ 10010 )()( +=−+=                               (2.10) 

















         (2.12) 
When β(ω) is a linear function of ω as in the equation (2.10), the result of aout(t) can 
be expressed as 
)()( 1Ltata inout β−=                                           (2.13) 
The equation (2.13) shown the output of the pulse travels at the velocity of 1/ β1, is 
the intact replica of the input pulse. This velocity is called group velocity vg, also 
known as modulation or envelope of the pulse, which defines the overall shape of 
the pulsesÕ amplitudes when propagating through the medium. Considering a pulse 
has a time delay τ in the scheme of )()( 010 ωωββωβ −+= , from equation (2.7) and 











τ                                      (2.13) 
When light propagating through a medium whose propagating constant β(ω) has a 
linear function of ω, the output of the pulse can be regarded as a replica of the input 
pulse.  
If β(ω) is not a linear function of ω, aout(t) varies to ain(t). The part of β(ω) apart 
from β0 and β1 is called dispersion. If 
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named second order of propagation constant or group velocity delay (GVD), is the 
term leading to a linear variation in delay with frequency resulting from a quadratic 
spectral phase variation. This could be regarded as a linear chirp to the output pulse. 
If 2 332
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, named third order of 
propagation constant, is the term leading to quadratic variation in delay with 
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frequency resulting from a cubic spectral phase variation, which produces an 
asymmetrically oscillatory distortion within the pulse. 
Here, considering the nonlinear group delay response effect of propagation 





ωβ =                                               (2.14) 
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For a frequency component of ω in a short pulse, the propagating time of through a 
dispersive medium with a length of L is / ( )gL v ω , the difference of propagation 


























=−=−=Δ        (2.16) 
By substituting equation (2.15) to equation (2.16), the difference of propagation 

















L                                       (2.17) 
In fibre optics, the frequency is usually substituted by wavelength, the wavelength 
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GVD is the term used to describe how the dispersive medium would affect the short 
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The GVD can be expressed in three domains: wavelength λ, angular frequency ω, 
and frequency v, 
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β2(ω)  in ps
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β2(v)  in ps
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λβ −=−=                                 (2.26) 
So the linear frequency to time mapping relationship can be expressed as 
 λΔλβωΔωβΔωπβΔβΔ )()(v)(2v)v(t 2222 ====                         (2.27) 
When a short pulse travelling through the medium with linear group delay response, 
linear variation in delay with frequency will be obtained, thus one-to-one mapping 
between the wavelength and time can be achieved. The process of short pulse 
propagating through the dispersive medium is shown in Figure 2. 3. 
Frequency
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Figure 2.3 Diagram of linear group delay responsive medium lead to linear variation in delay with 
frequency when a short pulse propagating through it.  
	
There are different type of medium are employed to perform linear mapping 
between wavelength and time.  
For example, Figure 2.4 (a) shows the mostly common used dispersive 
compensating fibre (DCF) as the medium with nonlinear effect, also normal single 
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mode fibre can be presented as a substitute depending on the needs of dispersion 
amount, bandwidth of spectrum and optical loss. The DCF has a GVD of ~-
120ps/nm/km, which is much larger than normal SMF-28 fibre (a GVD of 
~17.4ps/nm/km). The dispersion slope of DCF is negative while that of SMF-28 
fibre is positive. The DCF has the excellent performance of dispersion-to-loss ratio 
and bandwidth compared to SMF-28 fibre. However, DCF is only available in the 
fibre-optic communication band around 1550nm while SMF-28 fibre can work in 




















Figure 2.4 Different types of methods to obtain linear mapping between wavelength and time, i.e. 
PTS, using (a) DCF: dispersive compensating fibre; (b) CFBG: chirped fibre Bragg grating; (c) 




Figure 2.4 (b) shows the chirped fibre Bragg grating (CFBG) is utilized to perform 
this process based on the structure of CFBG and chirped fibre Bragg reflection. The 
periodic variation in the refractive index of fibre core leading to dielectric mirror. 
The refractive index of CFBG is chirped so different wavelengths are reflected at 
different time delays. Thus the linear mapping between time and wavelength is 
obtained via reflecting different wavelengths at different time. The benefit of CFBG 
for dispersion is its short length and easily customized GVD amount for the 
specified requirement. The drawback of CFBG for dispersion is it has group-
velocity ripples that can converted to unwanted fast temporal modulation, also it 
cannot provide internal optical amplification.  
Figure 2.4 (c) shows MMF is exploited to perform the linear mapping process via 
modal dispersion when the rainbow optical light emitted into MMF, different 
wavelengths of light will travel as different modal profiles in the MMF. In this 
setup, the input facet of MMF is placed at the lens focus so varied wavelength of 
light are coupled into varied fibre mode with different optical path difference and 
different travel time. The advantages of this method are its ability of providing 
large GVD in any spectral band and tuning the amount of GVD. While the 
disadvantages are its nonlinear dispersion slope and its challenge of optical 
amplification and implementability in MMF. 
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λβ ==                                             (2.29) 
The third order of propagation constant will lead to quadratic variation of spectral 
phase in delay with frequency, thus asymmetrically oscillatory distortion within the 
envelope of the time-stretched pulse is obtained. The chirped effect of the nonlinear 
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group delay responsive medium is shown in Figure 2. 5 when a short pulse 
propagating through it. 
Frequency
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Figure 2.5 Diagram of effect of third order propagation constant in nonlinear group delay responsive 
medium when a short pulse propagating through it.  
 
In this thesis, only linear mapping between wavelength and time is experimentally 
demonstrated. The nonlinear mapping between wavelength and time can be used 
for anamorphic time stretch transformation  [36], which is another solution for big 
data issue. 
 
2.2.3. STEAM based systems 
 
There are two configurations of STEAM based systems that widely used.  
First one is laser scanner  [6], which puts PTS before wavelength to space 
conversion. The diagram of the system is shown in Figure 2. 6. The short femto-
second pulse from Mode-locked-laser (MLL) propagated through the dispersive 
medium, such as dispersive compensating fibre (DCF), to perform one-to-one 
mapping between wavelength and time. After passed the diffractive devices, such 
as diffractive grating, where one-to-one mapping between time and space is 
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obtained, the time-encoded spectral information reached the imaging target. The 
transmitted or reflected information can be detected by a single-pixel photodetector 
in time serial.  In such a system, the waveform of varied wavelength reached the 
varied spatial points of target at varied time. And in this setup it can be regarded as 
an ultrafast laser scanning system with low light intensity, which has the potential 
of protecting light-sensitive samples. The drawback of this configuration is when 
the sample is flowing at a certain speed in another dimension, a chirped effect is 
induced due to the different wavelength of light reached the sample at different 
time.  
The second one is traditional imaging system, which put PTS after the wavelength 
to space conversion, the spectrum of the time waveform reached the spatial imaging 
target at the same time. The schematic of this system is shown in Figure 2. 7. The 
advantage of this configuration is different wavelength of light reached the sample 
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Recently there are several of transformed STEAM systems, for example, reducing 
the cost via replacing the expensive devices, such as replacing MLL  [24,25], using 
better optical source in PTS based ultrafast SPI system to achieve faster imaging 
speed  [37], more dimensional detection or observation with multiplexing methods, 
detecting transparent object via adding interferometric structure  [26,27], 
performing STEAM system in another wavelength band, such as 1 micro-
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Figure 2.7 Schematic of traditional STEAM imaging system.  
 
In  [24], an amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) source approach for substituting 
the expensive MLL source in the STEAM system is presented. This approach 
consists of an ASE source, Fabry-Perot (F-P) filter, MZM, and arbitrary waveform 
generator (AWG), the continuous light from ASE was spectrally shaped in the F-P 
filter and the spectrally shaped broadband wavelength was temporally shaped into 
short pulses after MZM, which was modulated by an AWG. Its diagram of ASE 













Figure 2.8  An ASE source approach, which consisting of an ASE source, F-P filter, MZM and 
AWG, for substituting the expensive MLL source in the STEAM system.  
 
Another approach that substituting MLL source is presented in  [25], which was 
achieved via using distributed feedback (DFB) laser array, arrayed waveguide 
grating (AWG), MZM and pulse pattern generator (PPG). Single wavelength DFB 
lasers are combined after the AWG, thus continuous multi-wavelength broadband 
laser is formed. After propagating through the MZM, which is modulated by a PPG, 
the temporally shaped multi-wavelength broadband pulses that could be used for 
imaging application in STEAM system are obtained. The schematic of DFB laser 











Figure 2.9 The schematic of DFB laser array approach, which consisting of a DFB laser array, 
AWG, MZM and PPG, for substituting the expensive MLL source in the STEAM system.  
	
The transparent object detection based on phase-contrast STEAM system is 
investigated. Traditional intensity-contrast STEAM system cannot observe 
transparent object easily due to lack of phase information, however, if added 
interferometric structure in intensity-contrast STEAM system then phase 
information and transparent object detection is obtained  [26]. The schematic of 
interferometric structure of STEAM system is shown in Figure 2. 10. A beam 
splitter is inserted before the diffraction grating, where wavelength to space linear 
mapping is obtained, and mirrors are used to reflect the pulses, thus a reference arm 
consisting of a beam splitter and two mirrors is performed. And the differential 
phase information is converted into intensity modulation when the pulses are 
























Figure 2.10 Diagram of interferometric structure to detect transparent objects based on phase-
contrast STEAM systems.  
 
Another approach that using a Nomarski prism to perform polarization 
multiplexing, which has the benefit of increasing the contrast of imaging and 
detecting transparent objects, is presented in  [27] and its schematic is shown in 
Figure 2.11. In this approaching method, two adjacent points of the transparent 
objects are illuminated with two orthogonally-polarized pulses of same wavelength 
via using a Nomarski prism. The pulses of same wavelength experienced with 
different phase shifts, which are induced by optical path difference (OPD), on the 
transparent object of two adjacent points. After reflected by the mirror and 
recombined by the same Nomarski prism, the phase information of the transparent 





















Figure 2.11 Diagram of Nomarski prism approaching to detect transparent objects based on STEAM 
systems.  
 
In order to deal with the big data issue in the high-throughput STEAM system, CS 
method is applied to compress the data and reduce the cost via using a low-cost 
low-speed PD  [39]. This is made possible by the principle of CS method, which 
could reduce the acquisition speed from originally tens of GHz to tens of MHz (one 
data per frame). Therefore, a large amount of data volume is saved and the cost of 
system is reduced. The schematic of proposed system is shown in Figure 2. 12. The 
AWG and MZM is exploited to modulate the stretched optical pulses, sinusoidal 
signals from AWG is used to drive MZM and time-stretched optical pulses with 






















Figure 2.12 Diagram of CS method for data compression based on STEAM systems.  
 
2.3. Titled fibre grating (TFG) and its applications 
	
TFG is one type of fibre gratings with special features. The concept of TFG was 
first proposed by Meltz et al. in 1990  [40], and its mode matching mechanism was 
described by Erdogan and Sipe  [41]. Like normal fibre Bragg gratings, TFGs have 
periodical refractive index variation in axial direction, but its boundary surface of 
the varied index is tilted with respect to the fibre axis instead of perpendicular to it, 
which endows it with unique optical properties compared to normal fibre Bragg 
gratings (FBGs) and long period fibre gratings (LPFGs).   
 







Figure 2.13 Structure of a typical uniform FBG. 
 
The structure of uniform FBG is shown in Figure 2. 13, when optical broadband 
spectrum propagates it, only spectrum of certain particular wavelength is reflected 
back due to its inherent grating structure of periodical refractive fringes 
perpendicular to the fibre axis, while the majority of the spectrum transmits through 
it. Hence, it is widely used as an inline wavelength-specific reflector, optical filter 
to block certain wavelengths  [42,43],	 distributed arrays of strain, acoustic, and 
temperature sensors and wavelength multiplexing device in communication 
system [44].  
The fundamental theory of FBG is based on Fresnel reflection, which indicates that 
light of broadband spectrum propagates media with different refractive indices may 
have reflection and refraction at the interface.  The reflected wavelength (λB) is 





2λ                                                        (2.30) 
where λB is also called Bragg wavelength, ne,core is the effective refractive index of 
the fibre core and Λ is the grating period.  The bandwidth of reflected Bragg 










                                          (2.31) 
where δn0 is the difference of refractive index between the core and the grating, 
!core is the fraction power in the core. In this thesis, only uniform structure of FBG 







Figure 2.14 Structure of TFBG.  
	
As promising passive components, the TFGs can be classified into three different 
type of categories, which are tilted fibre Bragg grating (TFBG), radially tilted fibre 
grating (RTFG) and excessively tilted fibre grating (Ex-TFG).  
The first type is TFBG, whose structure is shown in Figure 2. 14. In TFBG, light of 
broadband spectrum from the forward propagating core mode is coupled into 
backward propagating core and cladding mode in specific wavelengths due to its 
tilted angle between grating fringes and fibre axis. TFBG also shows good 
surrounding refraction index (SRI) sensitivity due to light travelling in the cladding 
region. These features endow TFBGs with a wide range of practical applications. 
The mode coupling mechanism in TFBG is analysed using phase matching 
condition, which is a parameter to illustrate the strongest wavelength mode 
coupling behaviour between the core and cladding modes. By the same way as 
FBG, the transmitted resonance wavelength that satisfying Bragg condition in the 
fibre core mode are determined by phase matching condition, which could be 
expressed as  [45Ð48] 
gcoreeB n Λ= ,2λ                                                        (2.32) 
where Λg is the period of TFBG, in such case, Λg is defined by 
θcos⋅Λ=Λ
g
                                                       (2.33) 
where θ is the tilted angle of the TFBG. 
As there is light reflection in cladding mode of TFBG, the cladding modes 
resonance wavelength (λclad, i), which also needs to meet the phase matching 
condition, can be expressed as 
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gicladecoreeiclad nn Λ⋅+= )( ,,,,λ                                             (2.34) 
where ne,clad, i is the effective refractive index of the fibre cladding mode of TFBG, i 
indicates the order of cladding mode. 
Similarly, the bandwidth of reflected Bragg wavelength (ΔλB) in the core mode of 
TFBG is same as equation (2.31), while the bandwidth of cladding modes 
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Figure 2.15 Structure of RFTG. 
 
The second type of TFG is RTFG, whose structure is shown in Figure 2. 15. The 
light will be emitted into open space via fibre cladding when light transmitted 
through the fibre core in the RTFG, that is to say, forward transmission core mode 
is coupled into radiation mode when light of broadband spectrum propagating 
through it. The tilted angle of RTFG is between 23.1¡ and 66.9¡  [49]. 
In the past, the radiation in RTFG sometimes is regards as a nuisance. However, the 
radiation mode has found various applications. The theoretical analysis of RTFG 
was done in the last few years using phase matching condition. The scattering angle 
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where n is the refractive index of the fibre core and λ is the wavelength of the light 
that scattered, Λg is the period of RTFG, θ is the tilted angle of the RTFG, β is the 
scattering angle of radiation mode that from core mode to cladding mode. When the 
light is scattered into open space, the refraction between fibre cladding and air at 
the interface should be taken into consideration. Hence, the scattering angle (α) of 
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where α is the scattering angle of radiation mode that from fibre core to air. The 
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θ =Λ                                                       (2.39) 
Therefore, substitute equation (2.39) into equation (2.38), the angular dispersion of 








                                           (2.40) 
From the above equation, when the tilted angle θ is 45¡, the angular dispersion of 
RTFG has the maximum value, which enables compact imaging application as an 






Figure 2.16  Structure of Ex-TFG. 
 
The third type of TFG is Ex-TFG, whose structure is shown in Figure 2. 16. In Ex-
TFG, light of broadband spectrum from forward propagating core mode will be 
coupled into forward propagating core and cladding modes. This characteristic of 
Ex-TFG endows it with lots of sensing applications. 
In order to meet the phase matching condition, Ex-TFGs not only have core and 
cladding mode information, but also have the polarization states information. Thus, 










          (2.41) 
where λ is the resonance wavelength,  and Λg, θ is the period, tilted angle of the Ex-
TFG, respectively, m is the m
th
 TE/TM cladding mode. 
 
2.3.2. Applications of TFGs 
	
The TFGs have a wide range of applications due to their special features. TFBGs,  
as the first type of TFGs, are found to have extensive sensing and measurement 
applications as inline compact sensors in review papers  [46,54] thanks to their core 
and cladding backward propagating modes. TFBGs are used as refractive index 
sensors  [55,56], temperature-independent strain sensors  [57], temperature-self-
calibrated biological sensing probes  [47], directional bending sensors  [58], 
simultaneous temperature and strain sensors  [59], and humidity sensors  [60] due 
to the cladding modes are sensitive to the surroundings.  Also, they are utilized as 
temperature-calibrated high-precision inline refractometers  [48,61] based on 
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cladding to core recoupling, wideband-adjustable reflection-suppressed rejection 
filters  [62] based on core mode backward propagating,	 add-drop wavelength-
division multiplexers  [63] based on their mode coupling. 
RTFGs can be exploited to use in different applications thanks to their special 
features. For example, RTFGs can be performed as in fibre linear polarizers in 
polarization sensitive optical system  [64],  also they are employed in optical 
spectrum analysers  [51] as indispensable devices. As polarization sensitive 
compact inline devices, they are widely used in recently all-optical fibre ultrafast 
laser systems  [65Ð67]. Besides, the angular dispersion feature of RTFGs can be 
utilized to perform imaging applications, such as in  [68], an inline compact fibre 
spectrometer is designed and experimentally demonstrated using a RTFG as the 
inline compact diffraction device based on the optical coherence tomography 
(OCT) structure. In  [11,69], two high-efficient, low-cost, compact diffraction 
limited imaging systems with the purpose of 1D and 2D imaging is designed and 
experimentally performed using a 45¡ TFG, which is regarded as a high-efficient 
inline compact diffraction device, and in  [12], a resolution improved ultrafast 
optical imaging system based on 45¡ TFG is presented for the first time with 
unpreceded imaging speed of 46 m/s. 
Ex-TFGs demonstrate forward propagation, thus this characteristic entrusts them 
with a series of applications. An in-fibre twist sensor  [70] is performed using an 
Ex-TFG due to the polarization dependent coupling behaviour of polarization states 
changes together with fibre twist. An in-fibre directional transverse loading 
sensor  [71] is experimentally demonstrated using an Ex-TFG because of polarized 
modes change when transverse load is applied to it. Highly sensitive refractive 
index sensors  [72] based on Ex-TFGs is experimentally analysed and demonstrated 
and based on the surrounding-sensitive feature of Ex-TFGs, biosensors in the 
detection of glucose  [73] and water level sensors based refractive index  [74] are 
presented, respectively. 
!




With the development of technology single-mode fibre reaching its bottleneck, 
MMF experienced resurging attraction due to its feature of higher capacity and 
larger numerical aperture. Light experienced randomization of phase, polarization 
and optical speckle pattern intensity distribution when travelling in MMF, which 
has extensive applications in imaging  [75Ð81] and communications  [82,83]. 
 
2.4.1 Types of MMF 
	
There are mainly two types of MMFs and both of them has varied characteristics. 
The first type is step-index MMF, which has uniform core refractive index and 
uniform cladding index and an index-step between the core and cladding. The 
second one is graded-index MMF, which has graded-reduced refractive index from 
the centre of core to its larger radius of core. The mode dispersion in graded-index 
MMF is smaller than in step-index MMF. 
The mode of the fibre is defined as its potential path that propagating through the 
MMF. MMF can support from few modes to tens of thousands of modes depending 
on the core/cladding regions, refractive index, numerical aperture (NA), and 
wavelengths. The lower-order modes confines light spatially transmitting in the 
core of the fibre, while the higher-order modes confines light spatially transmitting 
near the interface between core and cladding of the fibre. The number of mode (M) 
can be estimated using normalized optical frequency, also called V-number, which 






=                                                 (2.42) 
where a is the radius of the fibre core, λ is the wavelength of the light, NA is 





≈                                                    (2.43) 
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2.4.2. MMF for imaging applications 
 
When light travelling in MMF, randomization of phase, polarization and optical 
speckle pattern intensity distribution is obtained. Hence, MMF has attracted 
extensive attention in the applications of imaging. 
Wavefront shaping, which is of great importance for imaging applications, is a 
useful technique that can be used to manipulate light. In  [84], wavefront shaping 
with adaptive optimization is achieved and light is controlled and focused when 
propagating through a nonlinear scattering medium, such as MMF. In  [85], not 
only wavefront shaping with iterative optimization, but also additional 
amplification, which improved the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), is obtained using a 
rare-earth-doped MMF. 
The spatio-temporal phenomenon in MMF is studied in various groups. In  [86], 
strong nonlinear coupling and low modal dispersion is obtained when nonlinear 
ultrashort pulse propagating in a graded-index MMF. It also attest that 
spatiotemporal effects of MMF has several interest applications, and spatiotemporal 
dynamics and phenomena can be observed using a MMF. The spatiotemporal 
effect, intermodal interactions, and disorder of MMF, which is integrated as a 
whole unity, is studied in  [83], and it indicates MMF is a useful device in complex 
science. 
Light transmitting in MMF is very sensitive to the variation of geometry and the 
randomization of phase, polarization and intensity distribution, which normally 
make imaging unstable, and to some extent, impossible. However, in  [80], a S-
shaped MMF with a bending length of 25 mm is simulated to be limited effect on 
the imaging performance, which illustrates MMF can be an potential imaging 
device. Also, in  [79], in contrary to conventional view of MMF as a unstable 
device, with a complex accurate theoretical model, light propagation can be 
predicted over 300 mm in a largely distorted parts of MMF, which opens the away 
for high-depth-imaging inside of human tissue. 
Several of other imaging methods are based on MMFs. For example, in  [87], 
wavelength to time mapping is achieved using a tapered single-mode multicore 
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fibre, which paves the way for future imaging applications. In  [76], a high-
resolution 3D two-photon fluorescence imaging through a MMF is demonstrated.  
In  [78], light propagating through the MMF is investigated via an experimental 
geometry, which is utilized in biophotonical imaging. In  [77], the resolution of 
MMF based imaging system is investigated and the result is indicated that the 
number of resolvable pixels in the image equals four times of that of spatial modes 
in each polarization state. 
  
2.5.  Optical data compression  
 
The utilization of PTS enables millions of frames per second imaging and offers 
cancer cell detection with unprecedented high-throughput and speed. However, one 
of its nettlesome consequence in high-throughput imaging data acquisition is the 
great volume of data (hundreds of gigabits even terabits of data per second) that 
generated by the imaging system needs to be processed. Thus, to solve this big data 
issue, big data compression technique is desired. CS is a promising technique for 
big data compression and it is based on the theory that the sparse information in a 
transformation domain can be recovered from a reduced number of measurements, 
which conquer the traditional Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem  [88,89]. Hence, 
it got pervasive attention in radio frequency (RF) signal detection  [90,91], 
biomedical applications  [92Ð94] and CS-based imaging  [23,95Ð100]. 
 
2.5.1. Photonic compressed sensing  
 
CS, which aims at reducing the number of measurements via utilizing the sparsity 
of the desired imaging or signal information, is an extensively used sampling modal 
that offers a high-efficient data acquisition process. Figure 2. 17 shows the process 
of CS. A piece of sparse imaging or signal information with a data length of N is 
measured iteratively M times (M < N), then the data is acquired and the image is 
reconstructed via using a recovery algorithm. 







                       (2.45) 
where 
1l
v indicates that the number of nonzero entries in vector v. X is a N × 1 
matrix representing the input sparse information with a data length of N, Y is a M × 
1 matrix denoting the measured results, M is the number of measurements, A is the 
measurement matrix, has a dimension of M × N, is defined as A=DIR, in which 
matrix D is a M × N matrix denoting a down sampling process, I is a N × N matrix 
indicating the low-pass filter response, R is a diagonal N × N matrix denoting a 













Figure 2.17 The process of CS  [90].   
	






                       (2.46) 
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The above case considered the noise of the system, for example, Y=AX1+ e, where 
e is the noised induced by unknown perturbation bounded by σ≤
2
e . 
In CS method, a pseudorandom bit sequence (PRBS) is a necessity in the algorithm, 
this type of CS method is defined as time domain CS, which could perform an 
ultrafast speed of tens of GHz [95,97,98],  with the sacrifice of using expensive 
devices. Traditionally, spatial light modulator (SLM) or digital micromirror devices 
(DMD) is employed to perform free-space all-optical imaging  [8,102], this could 
be defined as spatial domain CS. Although the cost of such CS system is lower, the 



















Figure 2.18 Diagram of CS imaging based on STEAM systems  [98]. 
   
Due to the sparse feature of nature images, CS technique is widely used in the 
imaging fields, especially when the imaging system is combined with PTS, where a 
massive amount of data in the imaging system is produced. Figure 2. 18 shows the 
diagram of CS technique applied in the PTS based STEAM imaging system  [98]. 
In the system, a random and iterative PRBS signal train from AWG is used to drive 
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MZM, where the time-stretched optical pulses are modulated by the PRBS signal 
train. Another difference compared to normal STEAM imaging system is after the 
circulator, a matched certain length of single mode fibre (SMF) to compensating 
DCF is exploited to compress each time-stretched pulse to one data, therefore, a 
low bandwidth PD and oscilloscope can be utilized for pulse train detection. 
 




Figure 2.19 Schematic of (a) linear and (b) nonlinear wavelength to time mapping process   [103].   
 
Another data compression method based on the nonlinear mapping between 
wavelength and time using CFBG is presented in chapter 2.2.2 when the third order 
coefficient of propagation constant is considered. This approach is called 
anamorphic time stretch transformation  [36,103,104], which is another solution for 
data compression. 
In chapter 2.2.2, the nonlinear mapping between wavelength and time is discussed, 
where indicating this effect could be exploited in data compression. In Figure 2. 19, 
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the contrast of linear (a) and nonlinear (b) mapping of wavelength to time processed 
is illustrated. The nonlinear time-stretch between wavelength and time is also 
known as anamorphic stretch transformation (AST)  [103], which could be induced 
via using a CFBG.  Figure 2. 19 shows how to use AST for imaging based on the 
sparse characteristic of the imaging, part of the imaging with more information will 
be detected with more data component, vice versa. In other words, AST changed 
the sampling rate from uniform to a varied form depending on the distribution of 
imaging information, as a result, data compression is obtained. 
 
2.6. Summary  
 
A detailed background study on optical devices, techniques and system structures in 
PTS based ultrafast SPI systems are presented. The TFG, which is a novel in-fibre 
device with the various potential applications, is introduced with classification of 
TFBG, RTFG, and Ex-TFG. ItÕs also discussed that in RTFG, the 45¡ TFG, which 
has maximum angular dispersion as an in-fibre diffractive device, could substitute 
the traditional bulky grating in PTS based imaging system. As a result, a stable, 
simplified and compact ultrafast SPI system can be obtained via the utilization of 
45¡ TFG. 
In addition, the STEAM based ultrafast imaging systems are investigated in 
principle and applications. The STEAM system contains two fundamental steps, 
which are uniform one-to-one mapping between space and wavelength / spectrum 
and uniform one-to-one mapping between wavelength / spectrum and time. The 
uniform mapping of space and wavelength, namely, space to spectrum conversion, 
which is normally based on the feature of diffractive devices, such as traditional 
bulky gratings, is investigated. The uniform mapping of wavelength and time, also 
known as linear wavelength to time conversion, is demonstrated. The wavelength to 
time conversion process is achieved via the dispersion of optical medium, such 
DCF. The chirped mapping between wavelength and time is discussed, which is 
induced by the third order of propagation constant, such as CFBG. The STEAM 
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systems are investigated to be in a various range of imaging applications, such as 
opaque or transparent biomedical objects ultrafast imaging. 
Besides, the MMF is reviewed in classification and analysis. Step-index MMF and 
graded-index MMF with the estimation of maximum number of modes that can be 
supported by it is investigated. Light travelling in MMF will lead to randomization 
of phase, polarization and distribution of intensity profile, which could be utilized 
in imaging systems. MMF for the imaging applications, such as wavefront shaping, 
spatio-temporal investigation, and stable light transmission in MMF, are also 
reviewed. 
Finally, Data compression optical system are introduced. CS technique, which is 
widely used in imaging applications in order to perform data compression due to 
the sparse feature of nature images, is investigated in theory and examples. The 
process of CS algorithm is reviewed in details. In imaging applications, CS needs 
random patterns, which could be produced via a SLM, DMD or MZM combined 
with signal generator. The performance of CS technique in ultrafast imaging 
systems reported in previous works is reviewed, which has the advantage of 
addressing the improvement in data process, reducing the high volume of data that 
needs to be processed in the traditional ultrafast SPI systems. Nonlinear mapping 
between wavelength and time, namely, AST, can also obtain data compression via 







CHAPTER 3: HIGHLY EFFICIENT TIME 
STRETCH IMAGING BASED ON 45¡ TFG  
  
3.1. Introduction 
In this chapter, we tested the character of 45¡ TFG in experiment confirming it has 
great potential to replace the bulky diffraction grating in traditional STEAM 
imaging system with the advantages of high efficiency and compact size. For the 
first time we employed the 45¡ TFG for highly efficient, in-fibre compact size and 
low-cost 1D and 2D spectrally encoded imaging systems. Then an ultrafast optical 
imaging system based STEAM structure using the 45¡ TFG with ultrafast optical 
imaging speed achieved and the experimental result shows it has better spatial 
resolution compared to the usage of bulky diffraction grating under same system 
setup. Finally, the 45¡ TFG is treated as a beam steering device using in free-space 
optical wireless communication system.  
 
3.2. Performance of 45¡ TFG as a diffractive device for 
imaging application  
 
In 45¡ TFG, the forward propagating light is coupled into radiation modes owing to 
its largely tilted facet angle, leading to direct side lateral diffraction into free space. 
Its wide operation window (several hundred nm) and wavelength dependent 
diffraction angle make the 45¡ TFG an excellent candidate for in-fibre lateral 
diffraction. The concept of 45¡ TFG is shown in Figure 3. 1 (a) and (b). Figure 3.1 
(a) illustrates its structure with feature of wavelength-dependent side lateral 
diffraction when broadband incident forward propagating light propagated through 
it. As the investigation of RTFG in previous chapter, the wavelength-dependent 
lateral diffraction of 45¡ TFG, namely, angular dispersion of 45¡ TFG, which 
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characterizes the change of diffraction angle corresponding to a small change in 




















Figure 3.1 Diagram showing the structure of the 45¡ TFG as an in-fibre diffractive element and (a) 
broadband incident light is diffracted from fibre core into free space with wavelength-dependent 








D ===                                                 (3.1) 
where λ is the wavelength of incident light and θ is the angle of lateral diffraction. 
Apparently, a tilt angle of 45¡ ensures the maximum angular dispersion for a given 
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optical wavelength. For light of 1550 nm, the theoretical result in the fibre core is 
approximately 0.037¡/nm. 
Figure 3. 1(b) shows the radial plane view of its divergent output characteristics, i.e. 
lateral diffraction. The emitted light beam is divergent in the radial direction due to 
the cylindrical shape of the fibre. For imaging purpose, a cylindrical lens is 
therefore required to collimate the light beam in the vertical (Y) direction. 




















Figure 3.2 Measured angular dispersion of the 45¡ TFG (red-dotted black line) with linear fitting 
result (blue line). 
 
The angular dispersion of 45¡ TFG is experimentally measured using a 45¡ TFG 
with a period of 748 nm. The system setup is based on Figure 3.1 (a), that each 
wavelength reaches different points when propagating 1 meter. By measuring the 
distance among wavelengths, the angular dispersion can be calculated. Figure 3. 2 
shows the relation between the diffraction angle and the illuminating wavelength 
(red-dotted line) within a 40 nm spectral band (1530Ð1570 nm). A linear fitting 
(blue line) is also plotted in the Figure 3. 2, which confirms that the diffraction 
angle and the illuminating wavelength has very good linear relation, with a 
correlation coefficient of 0.9994. The angular dispersion of the 45¡ TFG is thus 
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estimated to be 0.054¡/nm in the free space from the measured results. However, 
the theoretical value of angular dispersion of 45¡ TFG is 0.037¡/nm. This is because 
the refraction at the interfaces among fibre core (refraction index of 1.448), fibre 
cladding (refraction index of 1.444), and air (refraction index of 1) and are not 
taking into consideration. When considering these interfaces by 
332211
sinnsinnsinn θθθ ==                                             (3.2) 
where n1, n2 and n3, θ1, θ2 and θ3 is the refractive index, refractive angle of fibre 
core, fibre cladding and air respectively. After recorrected by considering the 
diffraction among interfaces, the theoretical value of angular dispersion of 45¡ TFG 
in the free space is 0.053¡/nm, which is in good agreement and very close to the 
experimental result of 0.054¡/nm.  
The 45¡ tilted grating structure generates cylindrical asymmetry in the fibre core, 
making the 45¡ TFG a highly polarization dependent device. One unique feature of 
45¡ TFGs is that only s-polarized light can be significantly radiated out of the fibre 
core, and p-polarized light has a zero transmission loss, making the polarization 
dependent loss (PDL) as high as ∼40 dB  [105]. This unique characteristic allows 
us to develop it as a highly efficient diffractive optical fibre element  [11,12,69] 
with the potential application as in-line fibre polarizer  [65]. To ensure high 
diffraction efficiency, the input light beam should be linearly polarized.  
A 45¡ TFG with a period of 748 nm was fabricated to function as an efficient in-
fibre diffractive element. The 45¡ TFG was written directly into a standard telecom 
single-mode fibre (SMF-28) using the standard scanning phase mask technique 
with continuous-wave UV-light at 244 nm. To achieve the required 45¡ slanted 
grating fringes, the phase mask was rotated by 33.3¡. The fabricated 45¡ TFG is 24 
mm long, ensuring high efficiency of diffraction.  There is an exponential decay for 
the emitted intensity profile along the propagation direction. 
To measure the diffraction efficiency of the 45¡ TFG, an experiment is performed 
and the result is illustrated in Figure 3. 3.  
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As there is no Bragg reflection nor coupling to cladding modes in the 45¡ TFG, 
when the incident light propagates through the TFG, a portion of it (s-polarized 
light) is diffracted into open space while the remaining part (p-polarized light) 
keeps propagating in the fibre core. Therefore, diffraction efficiency of the TFG can 
be estimated by the ratio between the diffracted optical power and the sum of 
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where ( )
in
P λ , ( )diffP λ , and ( )transP λ , are the total input and diffracted and 
transmitted optical power, respectively.  



















Figure 3.3 Measured maximum lateral diffraction efficiency of the 45¡ TFG at a properly controlled 
polarization state (red line), efficiency of normal free-space diffraction gratings (blue line). 
	
As the 45¡ TFG has a strong sensitivity to the polarization state of the incident light 
due to circular asymmetric structure of the fibre core, the power of lateral 
diffraction from the 45¡ TFG is largely dependent on the polarization state of the 
incident light with respect to the tilted grating structures. Figure 3.3 shows the 
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measured maximum diffraction efficiency of 45¡ TFG at a properly controlled 
polarization state of the linearly polarized incident light (red line). The average 
diffraction efficiency of the TFG is as high as 97% with an average value of 93.5% 
across the broad wavelength range from 1530 to 1560 nm, which is much higher 
than that of normal free-space diffraction gratings (up to 75%, blue line  [106]). 
This verifies the utility of the 45¡ TFG as a highly efficient in-fibre diffractive 
element. 
Noting that the diffraction efficiency of a 45¡ TFG is also dependent on the length 
of the 45¡ TFG. The longer the 45¡ TFG is, the higher the efficiency is, and vice 
versa.  However, there is an exponential decay in propagation direction for the 
emitted intensity profile. The diffracted beam pattern from the side of the 45¡ TFG 
for a single input wavelength of 1545 nm is measured using a highly sensitive 
infrared sensor card and is shown in the inset of Figure 3.4. It can be seen that our 
























Figure 3.4  Total emitted optical power with different lengths of 45¡ TFG. A 24 mm long TFG was 
used and measurements were done by blocking part of the TFG region.! Inset: the image of 




The exponential decay of 45¡ TFG is analysed and the optical power along with the 
length of the 45¡ TFG is experimentally measured and the result is illustrated in 
Figure 3. 4, which shows for a 24mm length of 45¡ TFG as an example, 74% of its 
power lies in the first one third length (8mm), while 87% of its power lies in the 
first half (12mm). Noting that the beam size of the diffracted light is determined by 
the active length of the 45¡ TFG, hence the length of the 45¡ TFG should be 
carefully choose to ensure good diffraction efficiency, and at the same time to avoid 
strong decay in the emitted intensity profile along the axial direction. 
Also Figure 3. 4 confirmed the conclusion that the optical power from 45¡ TFG has 
exponential decay (green line), and the relationship between incident optical power 
and the length of the 45¡ TFG is shown as  
)lexp(Pin βα +⋅=                                             (3.4) 
where α and β are constant coefficient and l is the length of the 45¡ TFG. 
 
3.3. 45¡ TFG for highly efficient spectrum encoded 
imaging 
 
Chapter 3.2 theoretically investigated and experimentally demonstrated the 
performance of 45¡ TFG, which confirms the 45¡ TFG can be regarded as a high 
efficient, compact in-fibre diffractive device. The 45¡ TFGs can replace the free-
space ruled or holographic bulky diﬀraction gratings that used in the traditional SEI 
systems as diffractive devices, which encodes the spatial information (image) into 
the optical spectrum via the wavelength to space linear mapping. 
Compared to 45¡ TFGs, the traditional free-space ruled or holographic bulky 
diﬀraction gratings  [15,17,24,26Ð28,30,38,107] suffer from some inherent 
drawbacks in the imaging applications. First of all, in order to achieve high angular 
dispersion for high-quality imaging, diffraction gratings with high groove density 
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are usually required, which are however high cost and bulky, and hinder 
miniaturization of the imaging system in real practice. In addition, normal ruled or 
holographic diffraction gratings fall short in diffraction efficiency (usually up to 
75%) in a non-Littrow configuration due to the inherent strong zeroth-order 
reflection. Besides, high coupling loss between free-space diffraction gratings and 
optical fibres or CFBGs, which provide chromatic dispersion for time stretch, 
significantly reduces the quality of signal or image. In particular, many time stretch 
imaging systems are based on a reflection configuration. Reflected light from the 
target is diffracted by the diffraction grating for the second time to be coupled back 
into optical fibre with the help of a fibre collimator. Use of a fibre collimator and 
double diffractions from the diffraction gratings lead to high coupling loss. More 
importantly, what is surprisingly overlooked in existing free-space diffraction 
grating based imaging systems, is the sacrificed imaging resolution (lower than 
diffraction limit) due to non-full-aperture illumination for individual wavelengths, 
which is resulted from large angular dispersion of free-space diffraction gratings. 
These technical issues hinder widespread application of SEI techniques in real 
practice where low-cost, energy-efficient, and compact imaging devices are desired. 
To address these challenges, an optimal solution of using 45¡ TFGs as a highly 
efficient, compact, and in-fibre lateral diffractive element in the traditional SEI 
systems is proposed, which could eliminate the need for bulky and lossy free-space 
diffraction gratings. For a 45¡ TFG operating at 1550 nm band has a grating period 
of serval hundreds nm, the equivalent grating groove density is much higher than a 
conventional free-space diffraction grating. In addition, the 45¡ tilted grating 
structure generates cylindrical asymmetry in the fibre core, making the 45¡ TFG 
highly polarization dependent with a significantly enhanced diffraction efficiency 
(up to 97%). Also, the use of 45¡ TFG in SEI systems will completely eliminate the 
need for bulky free-space diffraction gratings for spectral encoding and avoid 
complex and lossy light coupling between dispersive fibres and free-space 
components. Beside, 45¡ TFG is inherently compatible with optical fibres that 
provide chromatic dispersion, which makes ultrafast optical imaging possible. This 
conceptually new design of all-fibre SEI scheme using 45¡ TFG enables highly 
efficient and miniaturized SEI systems for practical imaging applications. More 
importantly, the 45¡ TFG enables almost full-aperture illumination for all 
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wavelengths due to its small angular dispersion value, leading to improved imaging 
resolution for a given imaging optics setup. 
The schematic diagram of the highly efficient SEI system based on a 45¡ TFG is 
shown in Figure 3. 5. To provide broadband illuminating incident light, a 
wavelength swept laser (WSL, Agilent 8168E) was employed and it wavelength 
scanning was controlled by LabVIEW programmes. Here a CCD camera or 
sophisticated optical spectrum analyser (OSA) is not required for spectrum 
measurement, which can be done using a single-pixel photo-detector in a fast 
manner due to the usage of a tunable laser rather than a broadband light source. 
Light from the laser was launched into the fibre containing the 45¡ TFG, where 
light was diffracted into open space from fibre core through one side of the 45¡ 
TFG. A polarization controller (PC) was employed in the system to maximize the 
overall diffraction efficiency as the lateral diffraction of light is strongly 
polarization-dependent. The use of 45¡ TFG as an in-fibre diffractive element can 
significantly reduce the volume of the imaging system, the optical insertion loss 
and the complexity of the system as well as increase the efficiency and stability of 












Figure 3.5 Schematic diagram of the SEI system based on a 45¡ TFG. 
 
To obtain vertical beam collimation, a cylindrical lens with a focal length of 20 mm 
was placed after the 45¡ TFG. The beam-width of the diffracted light is determined 
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by the length of the 45¡ TFG. The diffracted light beams with different wavelengths 
are largely overlapped in space. Therefore, a lens set, consisting of two plano-
convex lenses with focal lengths of 250 mm (PL1) and 200 mm (PL2), respectively, 
separated by 190 mm, is required to focus different colours of light into separate 
spatial coordinates on the object plane to achieve the unique linear one-to-one 
space-to-wavelength mapping. The lens set is placed 60mm after cylindrical lens 
(PL3). A custom-designed three-slot sample with a size of 2.0 mm by 2.0 mm is 
used as the test target and placed in the object plane. Our designed SEI system is 
operating in a transmission mode. After the diffracted light propagated through the 
target, the image was encoded onto the spectrum of the illuminating light thanks to 
the space-to-wavelength mapping. The spectrally encoded light is focused by 
another plano-convex lens and detected by a single-pixel PD. The SEI image is 
reconstructed in the digital domain by decoding the spectrally encoded information. 
Compared to conventional SEI systems that operate in reflection mode where the 
diffraction gratings also collect the reflected light for imaging  [15,17,24,26Ð
28,30,38,107], our proposed SEI system in transmission mode has the advantages 
of zero reflection disturbance and low reception loss.	As light can be coupled back 
from free space to 45¡ TFG, this system can work in reflection mode as well, which 



























Figure 3.6 The intensity distribution of lateral diffraction of 45¡ TFG across a 30 nm spectral band 
from 1530 to1560 nm when a uniform incident light from WSL propagating through it TFG.  
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In addition, the intensity distribution of lateral diffraction of 45¡ TFG is 
experimentally investigated, which is described in Figure 3. 6. The result shows he 
uniform intensity distribution has a fluctuation less than 0.3 dB across the entire 30 
nm bandwidth from 1530 to 1560nm. Note that the measured diffraction power was 
not corrected according to the photodetectorÕs response efficiency, which has a 














































Figure 3.7 Imaging results using the 45¡ TFG-based SEI system. (a) CCD image of the three-slot 




Spectrally encoded imaging of the three-slot sample is performed to verify our 
proposed 45¡ TFG-based SEI system. A CCD image of the custom-designed test 
target is shown in Figure 3. 7(a). The transparent slots were surrounded by an 
opaque substrate. Brown shadow areas represent the opaque parts. Each slot has a 
width of 0.4 mm and is 0.2 mm apart from the adjacent slots. As a proof-of-concept 
demonstration, 1D line scan imaging was carried out by rapidly sweeping the laser 
wavelength via LabVIEW programme controlling. The step of wavelength scanning 
is 0.1 nm and the scanning range is 12 nm from 1544 to 1556 nm. The 
reconstructed 1D image of the three-slot sample is shown in Figure 3. 7(b). The 
three-slot pattern is also shown in the Figure as a background. It clearly verifies that 
the reconstructed image matches well with the actual sample. 
Lateral resolution of the 45¡ TFG-based SEI imaging can be estimated by 
measuring the point spread function (PSF) of a sharp slot edge in the target. In our 
proof-of-concept experiment, lateral resolution of the SEI system is estimated to be 
28 µm. This lateral resolution can be easily improved by using a high-quality 
objective lens with shorter focal length and larger numerical aperture. Note that 1D 
line scan imaging is demonstrated in this work, and 2D imaging can be achieved by 
either using a galvanometer minor to provide the other scanning axis or moving the 
sample in the vertical direction, which is stated in the next part. 
2D imaging of the 45¡ TFG-based SEI is achieved by moving the sample in the 
vertical direction.  The schematic diagram of SEI system based on a 45¡ TFG is 
depicted in Figure 3. 8. Compared to the previous 1D imaging system, a lens set is 
also designed to focus different colours of light into separate spatial coordinates on 
the image plane. The lens set involves two plain convex lenses with focal lengths of 
250 and 200 mm, respectively, separated by 130 mm instead of previous 190mm. A 
2D sample of ÒKENTÓ with a size of 3.0 mm× 9.6 mm is used as the test target and 
placed in the image plane. The tuneable light beam of different wavelengths are 
scanned in x-axis while the 2D customer-designed sample is moved in y-axis to 
perform a 2D imaging. After the light propagates through the target, the image was 
encoded onto the spectrum of the illuminating light,	 thanks to the space-to-
wavelength mapping. The spectrally encoded light is focused by another plain 
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convex lens and detected by a single-pixel free-space PD with a large active area of 
6mm×6mm. Coupling loss from free space to the PD is minimal. The SEI image 










Figure 3.8 Schematic diagram of the SEI system based on a 45¡ TFG.  
	
The test target is an opaque metal plate with four transparent letters ÒKENTÓ. The 
width of strokes in the letters is around 0.6 mm. Figure 3. 9 (a) shows the CCD 
image of the customer-designed test target. As a proof-of-concept demonstration, 
vertical line scanning SEI imaging was carried out by rapidly sweeping the laser 
wavelength via controlling using LabVIEW programmes. The step of wavelength 
scanning is 0.1 nm, and the scanning range is 21.5 nm from 1530 to 1551.5 nm. 
The 2D imaging was achieved by moving the target in the horizontal direction with 
a step of 30 µm. The reconstructed dark-field 2D image of the target is shown in 
Figure 3. 9 (b), which clearly shows the word ÒKENT.Ó The number of pixels in the 
captured target image is 320 × 215 (horizontal × vertical). The result firmly verifies 




























Figure 3.9 (a) CCD image of the customer-designed target with letters ÒKENTÓ, which has a whole 
size of 3.0 mm× 9.6 mm and the strokes width of the letters are 0.6 mm. (b) Reconstructed dark-
field 2D image obtained by the 45¡ TFG-based SEI system.  
	
In Figure 3. 9 (a), the corresponding details of four scanning lines (1) to (4) are 
illustrated in Figure 3. 10 (1) to (4), respectively. The 1D line scanning results show 
four scanning lines matched quite well with the corresponding position of four-
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Figure 3.10 1D line scanning of (1) to (4) in the proposed SEI system, which shows the 
corresponding details of four scanning lines (1) to (4) in Figure 3. 9 (a). The results of four scanning 
lines matched the details in the corresponding position of four letters of customer-designed ÒKENTÓ 
sample. 
	
Figure 3. 11 shows a vertical line scanning of the right part of letter ÒE,Ó as shown 
in Figure 3. 9 (a) of position (2). The grey shadow areas represent the opaque parts. 
45¡ TFG-enabled one-to-one mapping between the measured optical spectrum and 
the 1D target appears evident. Lateral resolution of the 45¡ TFG-based SEI system 
can be estimated by measuring the point-spread function (PSF) of a sharp edge 
(such as the edges of three horizontal strokes in letter ÒEÓ). In our proof-of-concept 
experiment, lateral resolution of the SEI system is estimated to be 42 µm, as shown 
in Figure 3. 11. Note the value of lateral resolution in 2D imaging in comparison 
1D imaging is different, this is because the lens set, the beam width of incident light 
and the customer-designed samples are different. 
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Figure 3.11 1D line scanning image of the right part of letter ÒEÓ in the target, obtained by the 45¡ 
TFG-based SEI system.  
 
More study on the spatial resolution of our 45¡ TFG-based SEI system is 
conducted, with the results shown in Figure 3. 12. The diffraction-limited spatial 
resolution is calculated to be 43 µm based on the system parameters. According to 
the linear space-to-wavelength mapping relation, the wavelength scanning step of 
0.1 nm corresponds to a spatial resolution of 14 µm in our system. Point A in 
Figure 3. 12 represents the measured resolution in our experiment, which is 42 µm. 
The diffraction-limited resolution is calculated as 43 µm (green line), and scanning 
step-limited resolution is shown in blue line. Therefore, the spatial resolution of our 
system is diffraction limited. In fact, the diffraction-limited resolution of our system 
can be improved by using a high-quality objective lens with shorter focal length and 
larger NA. This confirms a 45¡ TFG can be demonstrated as a highly efficient 
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diffractive element for SEI applications to substitute the traditional expensive and 
bulky free-space ruled or holographic diffraction gratings. 



























Figure 3.12 Spatial resolution of our 45¡ TFG-based SEI system.  
	
The angular dispersion and diffracted beam size are intrinsic for a given 45¡ TFG. 
The field-of-view (FOV) and spatial resolution of the imaging system can be 
adjusted in the free space. For a given lens system, the two parameters are related: 
higher spatial resolution comes with a smaller FOV. However, the FOV can be 
further adjusted by changing the spectral bandwidth of the light source.  
High-speed realization of SEI, such as STEAM  [15,27,37,108,109], can be 
implemented by replacing the continuous-wave tunable laser with an ultrafast 
wavelength-swept light source. The imaging speed can be as high as 1 GHz  [37]. 
The 45¡ TFG is particularly attractive in this ultrafast SEI scheme, as it is 
inherently compatible with optical fibres or chirped fibre Bragg gratings that 
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provide chromatic dispersion and the ultrafast imaging system based on a 45¡ TFG 
is presented in the following part. 
 
3.4. 45¡ TFG for ultrafast highly efficient PTS based 
imaging system with improved spatial resolution 
 
The previous parts presented the usage of 45¡ TFGs in spectrally encoded imaging 
systems. In this part, a PTS based ultrafast SPI system using a 45¡ TFG as an in-
fibre compact high-efficient lateral diffraction device is presented. Also thanks to 
the beam size of each wavelength from a 45¡ TFG is the same as the whole beam 
size, in theory its spatial diffracted lateral resolution should be better than that of 
traditional free-space ruled or holographic bulky diﬀraction gratings. As a result, 
except for reduced physical volume/size of the imaging system, improved energy 
efficiency, and enhanced system stability, the proposed imaging system also has the 
advantage of improved spatial resolution. 
 
3.4.1. Experimental setup 
 
The utility of 45¡ TFG as an in-fibre diffraction grating for proposed ultrafast 
imaging system is first examined using a ray tracing software Zemax based on the 
45¡ TFG characteristics and actual experimental setup, with the results shown in 
Figure 3. 13. A cylindrical lens (CL) with 20 mm focal length is placed after the 
45¡ TFG to collimate the emitted optical beam in vertical direction. An imaging 
lens set consisting of two plano-convex lenses with focal lengths of 250 mm (PL1) 
and 200 mm (PL2) separated by 130mm is used to focus different wavelengths of 
light (from 1530 to 1570 nm) into different spatial positions on the object plane. 
The inset shows a zoom-in top view of 1-D illumination beam near the object plane. 
Wavelength-to-space mapping has been achieved and different wavelengths of light 
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are focused on the same object plane confirming a shallow depth of field. The field 




Figure 3.13 Ray-tracing simulation results using Zemax showing wavelength-to-space mapping for 
spectrally-encoded imaging with a shallow depth of field.  
	
The utility of the fabricated 45¡ TFG in proposed ultrafast imaging system is 
experimentally demonstrated. We construct the imaging apparatus as shown in 
Figure 3. 14. A passively mode-locked fibre laser (Calmar Mendocino FP laser) 
produces a series of ultrashort optical pulses with full-width at half maximum 
(FWHM) pulse width of 800 fs and a repetition rate of 50 MHz. Optical pulses 
from the laser are largely stretched using DCFs with total dispersion of 1.03 ns/nm 
to achieve linear one-to-one wavelength-to-time mapping, followed by optical 
amplification using two EDFAs. Time-stretched and amplified optical pulses, with 
their polarization states properly controlled via a polarization controller, are 
launched into the 45¡ TFG with an effective length of 8 mm, where light is 
scattered out of fibre into free space based on the feature of wavelength-dependent 
side lateral diffraction of the 45¡ TFG. A lens set (as depicted in Figure 3. 13) 
focuses the illumination beam onto the object plane. The imaging system is 






















Figure 3.14 Schematic of PTS based ultrafast SPI system using a 45¡ TFG.  
 
Due to the unique illumination conditions in the proposed ultrafast imaging system, 
light beam propagated through the object is not properly collimated (light with 
different wavelengths will have different propagation angles). To focus the light 
beam onto the high-speed free-space photodetector with a small sensitive area of 50 
µm by 50 µm, another complex lens set with two stages of light collection after 
sample was arranged. In the first stage, a plano-convex lens with focal length of 30 
mm is used to couple the light into a large NA MMF via a fibre collimator. 
Secondly, beam size of the output light from the MMF through a second collimator 
is reduced by 4 times using a telescope to match the sensing size of the high-speed 
photo-detector for efficient light detection. 
The transmitted light after propagated the second lens set is coupled into a high-
speed single-pixel photodetector with an analog bandwidth of 12 GHz. A high-
speed oscilloscope (Tektronix DPO 72304DX) with a real-time sampling rate up to 
100 GS/s captures and digitizes the time-encoded signal. Image of the object is 
reconstructed in the digital domain. 
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In our proposed ultrafast imaging system, the space-to-spectrum conversion is 
achieved based on the use of diffraction device, i. e. 45¡ TFG. This mapping 
relationship is first calibrated by sweeping the wavelength of a tunable continuous-
wave laser and measuring the displacement of the focused laser spot on the object 
plane using an infrared beam profiler. This is characterized as 1 nm (spectrum) to 
0.1mm (space). The spectrum-to-time conversion is based on dispersion-induced 
time stretch. As significant amount of dispersion is required, higher-order 
dispersion (dispersion slope) may have impact on the spectrum to time mapping 
process. Wavelength-dependent total GVD of the DCF used is characterized 
accurately by comparing interferograms in the wavelength domain and in the time 
domain. The nominal GVD value is 1040 ps/nm. 
 
3.4.2. Result and discussions 
	
The basic performance of the proposed PTS-based ultrafast SPI system using 45¡ 
TFG is demonstrated by imaging a standard resolution test chart, with the results 
shown in Figure 3. 15. Element 4 in group 1 is imaged. The effective field of view 
of 1D line scan imaging is 1.2 mm in vertical direction. 2D image of the resolution 
chart was obtained by moving the chart in the horizontal direction with a fine step 
of 15 µm, with result shown in Figure 3. 15(b). Stretched and time encoded optical 
pulses corresponding to four different line scans, which are shown in Figure 3. 15 
(c), matched the corresponding positions of real imaging resolution target quite well 
after the linear wavelength-to-time and space-to-wavelength conversion. And 
spatial and temporal dispersion calibration of the system is carried out as previous 




























































































































Figure 3.15 Imaging a stationary sample with the PTS-based ultrafast SPI system using 45¡ TFG. (a) 
CCD image of the resolution chart; (b) The reconstructed image of the selected part of the resolution 
chart. (c) Stretched and time-encoded optical waveforms (1) to (4) corresponding to four different 
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Figure 3.16 Imaging a fast moving object with PTS-based ultrafast SPI system using 45¡ TFG. (a) 
CCD image of the one-inch sample with etched features. (b) The captured temporal waveforms 
representing the features in the sample. Waveforms corresponding to three groups of features have 
been highlighted with red frames. (c) The reconstructed images of the three groups of selected 
features in the fast spinning object at a line speed of 46 m/s. 
	
To demonstrate the ultrafast imaging capability of PTS-based ultrafast SPI system 
using 45¡ TFG, we implemented real-time imaging of a fast-moving object. The 
sample is a custom-designed one-inch round metal disk with some etched features, 
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as shown in Figure 3. 16 (a). The metal disk, which is placed in the object plane, is 
spinning at a speed of 40,000 rpm (rotation per minute), corresponding to a line 
speed of 46 m/s within the field-of-view range. The captured temporal waveform 
corresponding to a full rotation is plotted in Figure 3. 16 (b). Three groups of 
different features in the sample, as highlighted by red frames (1), (2) and (3), are 
represented by three groups of pulse bursts in red frames of Figure 3. 16 (b). Each 
pulse in the bursts performs a single-shot line scanning of the spinning sample. The 
reconstructed images of selected features in the fast spinning object are shown on 
Figure 3. 16 (c). Small circular holes, longer slots and a big gap have been clearly 
identified. Each of the images consists of 10,000 line scans. Each of line scans has a 
frame time of 20 ns and the whole image takes 200 µs. The actual field of view of 
each 2D image is 0.7 by 9.2 mm. 































Figure 3.17 Measurement of lateral resolution of the proposed PTS-based ultrafast SPI system using 















































Figure 3.18 Spatial resolution analysis of our proposed PTS-based ultrafast SPI system using 45¡ 
TFG.  
	
The spatial resolution of our proposed PTS-based ultrafast SPI system using 45¡ 
TFG is estimated based on point spread function measurement using a sharp edge 
blade. A lateral resolution of 42.5 µm is obtained, as shown in Figure 3. 17. The 
spatial resolution of our proposed system is further analyzed. Spatial resolution of 
our proposed imaging system is determined by various factors  [14]: the spectral 
resolution of the spatial disperser (spatial dispersion limited spatial resolution), 
focusing power of the plano-convex lenses (diffraction limited spatial resolution), 
the spectral resolution imposed by dispersion-induced time stretch through 
stationary-phase-approximation (SPA) (SPA limited spatial resolution), and the 
temporal resolution of the digitizer (digitizer limited spatial resolution).  Figure 3. 
18 shows the calculated spatial resolution limited by different factors with respect 
to chromatic dispersion. The diffraction limited spatial resolution is calculated to be 
41.7 µm according to the system parameters in our experiments. Owing to the 
extremely high grating groove density in the 45¡ TFG, the spatial dispersion limited 
resolution is as high as 3.2 µm. Considering that the GVD in our imaging system is 
1.03 ns/nm, the measured spatial resolution is mapped into Figure 3. 18 as point A 
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(42.5 µm), which is very close to the diffraction limited spatial resolution of our 
















Figure 3.19 Principle of improved spatial resolution in PTS-based ultrafast SPI system using 45¡ 
TFG. (a) The proposed 45¡ TFG-based ultrafast imaging system offers improved imaging resolution. 
(b) Conventional STEAM systems use free space diffraction gratings. (c) In conventional STEAM 
systems, if the incident light has a large beam width, a very large focusing lens is needed to cover 
the whole diffracted illumination beam. 
 
Improved spatial resolution is due to the fact that the 45¡ TFG has much smaller 
angular dispersion value than a normal free-space diffraction grating and the whole 
beam width of diffracted light is similar to that of initial illumination beam. Almost 
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full-aperture illumination is hence achieved for all wavelengths, as illustrated in 
Figure 3. 19 (a). In order to achieve microscopic imaging, spatial resolution of our 
system can be improved by using a high-quality objective lens. Capability of 
improving imaging resolution can be preserved. Note that exponential decay of 
diffracted intensity over TFG may slightly degrade the imaging resolution 
compared to an ideal Gaussian beam.  
Different from our proposed TFG-based system, conventional STEAM systems 
suffer from sacrificed spatial resolution if a same imaging lens is used, which is 
usually poorer than the diffraction limit. This is because a free-space diffraction 
grating has large angular dispersion value resulted from its small groove spacing 
and the diffracted optical beams with different wavelengths are largely separated. 
Therefore, each individual illumination wavelength does not fulfil the full-aperture 
illumination condition required for high-resolution imaging, as illustrated in Figure 
3. 19 (b). In addition, for a big initial illumination beam, a very large focusing lens 
is needed to cover the whole diffracted illumination beam, which is bulky and 
expensive and is shown in Figure 3. 19 (c). 
To compare the imaging resolution, two time stretch imaging experiments are 
curried out using the 45¡ TFG and conventional free-space diffraction gratings	
(Thorlabs GR25Ð0616) respectively. To ensure a fair side-by-side comparison, the 
spectral bandwidth and beam of the illumination light out of the diffraction devices 
(45¡ TFG and free-space diffraction grating) remain identical in two systems and 
the same focusing lenses are used. Figure 3. 20 (b) to (e) shows the comparison 
results. The object is a thin metal plate with three etched slots, as shown in Figure 
3. 20 (a). Upper left corner of the first slot is imaged using two systems. The 
reconstructed image using the 45¡ TFG-based imaging system and conventional 
STEAM system are shown in Figure 3. 20 (b) and (c), respectively. The spatial 
resolutions achieved by our proposed and the conventional systems are 
characterized as 27 and 45 µm, respectively, based on point spread function 
measurement, as shown in Figure 3. 20 (d) and (e). Therefore, superior performance 





























































































(d) (e)  
Figure 3.20 Comparison of spatial resolution in the proposed 45¡ TFG-based imaging system and 
conventional grating-based STEAM system. (a) CCD image of the sample used in comparison 
experiments (Imaging area is within the red frame). The reconstructed image using the 45¡ TFG-
based imaging system (b) and conventional grating-based STEAM system (c). Point spread function 
measurement and measurement results using the 45¡ TFG-based imaging system (d, estimated to be 
27!µm) and conventional grating-based STEAM system (e, estimated to be 45!µm). 
 
The one-to-one time-to-wavelength mapping is experimentally calibrated based on 
the DCF employed in the proposed imaging system.  A calibration system is built 
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using a Mach - Zehnder Interferometer (MZI) with an optical path difference 
(OPD) of 1.6 mm, which is shown in Figure 3. 21. The MZI is put to substitute the 
free-space optics starting from 45¡ TFG in Figure 3. 14.  The output of MZI with 
fibre links is split into two channels using an optical fibre coupler. One channel is 
detected by an optical spectrum analyser, which shows the result of interferometric 
optical spectrum of time-stretched pulse. Another one is connected with PD and 
ultrafast oscilloscope. The combination of these two channels is used to detect the 
interference fringes of time-stretched pulse in time domain and spectrum domain. 
Via comparing the crest or trough of waves in time domain and spectrum domain, 


















Figure 3.21 The schematic process of calibration using MZI and DCF.   
 
Figure 3. 22 shows the experimentally calibrated result of time-to-spectrum one-to-
one mapping relationship. The result shows a group velocity dispersion (GVD) of 
1.03 ns/nm is obtained in our proposed system. The theoretical value of GVD 
provided by DCF is 1.04 ns/nm, which is quite close to the experimental result. 
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Figure 3.22 The calibration result of one-to-one time-to-wavelength mapping with a total GVD of 
1.03 ns/nm.   
 
The use of 45¡ TFG in PTS based ultrafast SPI system completely eliminate the 
need for bulky free-space diffraction gratings for spectral encoding and avoid 
complex and lossy light coupling between dispersive fibres and free-space 
components as well as improved the diffraction lateral resolution. This conceptually 
new design of all-fibre PTS based ultrafast SPI scheme using 45¡ TFG significantly 
reduces the volume of the imaging system, improves energy efficiency and system 




3.5. 45¡ TFG as a beam steering device in free-space 
optical wireless communication system 
 
A new approach for broadband two dimensional beam steering for free-space 
indoor optical wireless communication system using a 45¡ TFG can be theoretically 
investigated and experimentally demonstrated. The 45¡ TFG is performed as the 
key element for nonmechanical passive beam steering by means of wavelength 
tuning, whose characteristics are previously analysed, has a wide range of 
applications. 
 
3.5.1. 45¡ TFG as a beam steering device 
 
There is increasing demand for higher data rate in indoor wireless communications. 
Conventional radio wireless communication suffers from limited transmission 
speed and ever-worse spectrum congestion  [110]. Despite that the approaching 5G 
wireless techniques offer much higher data rate up to gigabits per second, the 
available RF bandwidth has nearly hit its limit and cannot fulfil the increasing 
demand of high data rate for indoor wireless transmission applications. On the other 
hand, optical wireless communication has attracted more and more interests 
recently as it provides a promising solution for high speed and wide bandwidth 
challenges in conventional radio wireless communications  [111]. Optical wireless 
communication takes advantages of the huge bandwidth of optical carriers and 
mature transmission technology developed in long-haul optical fibre 
communication systems  [112].  
The principle of 45¡ TFG as a wavelength-controlled passive optical beam steering 
device is shown in Figure 3. 23. Optical beams with different wavelengths are 
diffracted into different spatial positions by the diffraction device, namely, 
mechanical-free beam steering is achieved via wavelength tuning. The wavelength-
dependent angle depends on the nature of 45¡ TFG and itÕs investigated in chapter 
3.2. In order to make the distance between transmitter and receivers flexible, a lens 
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is employed to separate the beams of different wavelengths. Based on the nature of 
highly efficient, low-cost, polarization-sensitive, compact and fibre-compatible 45¡ 
TFG, an indoor free-space optical wireless communication system is presented in 







Figure 3.23 The principle of wavelength-tunning-based laser beam steering using the TFG.  
 
3.5.2. An indoor free-space optical wireless communication 
system 
 
As preliminary comprehensive analysis, to verify the utility of the 45¡ TFG in 
wavelength-controlled optical beam steering in optical wireless communication, a 
proof-of-concept experiment based on the setup shown in Figure 3. 24 is 
performed. A data stream to be transmitted is first generated using an AWG. After 
being amplified by a radio frequency amplifier (RFA), the data stream modulates 
the continuous-wave optical carrier from a WSL source at a MZM, which is biased 
at quadrature point to minimize modulation nonlinearity. An optical fibre 
polarization controller (PC) is used to ensure that the incident light into the 45¡ 
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TFG is s-polarized, which guarantees the maximum diffraction efficiency as high as 
93% over a broad bandwidth from 1530 to 1570 nm. The 45¡ TFG diffracts light of 
different wavelengths into different directions thanks to its inherent angular 
dispersion. Optical beam steering is obtained by tuning the wavelength of the 


































Figure 3.24 Schematic of passive beam steering system for free-space indoor optical wireless 
communication using a 45¡ TFG.  
	
The diffracted light beam has a horizontal beam width as same as the length of the 
45¡ TFG. In all the following experiments, only the first 8 mm length of the TFG is 
used as it provides dominate light diffraction and produces good received optical 
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power considering the trade-off between tolerance to optical alignment and signal-
to-noise ratio.  
A 1.4 m free-space optical link is then implemented for beam steering data 
transmission. Here three optical carrier wavelengths of 1530, 1540 and 1550 nm 
were selected to serve three remote users. After 1.4 m indoor free-space 
transmission, the laser beam is received by each of the remote users. In order to 
obtain high data rate, a single mode fibre (SMF) coupled high-speed PD with a 
receiving bandwidth of 45 GHz is used at each user site. Light reception is realized 
using a telescope set for beam shrinking and a SMF collimator (NA=0.49) at the 
receiver end for light coupling into the PD. The measured optical link propagation 
loss ranges from 6.8 dB to 10.4 dB for different channels.  
In our experimental setup, each wavelength has a quite high spectral bandwidth, 
however, due to the limitation of AWG and its compatible software, which can only 
support with a spectral bandwidth of 2.4 GHz, spectral-efficient orthogonal 
frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) modulation format thus is needed and is 
utilized to have a better usage of the optical carrier bandwidth for data transmission. 
An OFDM 16-quadrature amplitude modulation (16-QAM) encoded data stream is 
created offline in MATLAB. The complex OFDM symbols created in MATLAB 
are used to generate a 2.4 GHz bandwidth signal through an AWG (Tektronix 
7122C) at an intermediate frequency (IF) of 2 GHz. The AWG operates based on 
10-bit digital-to-analog conversion (DAC) with a sampling rate of 12GS/s. Data 
blocks contains 16-QAM modulated data offers an aggregate data rate of 9.6 Gb/s. 
The constellation of received 16-QAM OFDM signal for one remote user with 
allocated optical wavelength of 1550 nm is shown in Figure 3. 25 (a). Here the 
received optical power is -2 dBm. The error vector magnitude (EVM) is estimated 
as 9.6%. Optical beam steering using the 45¡ TFG for multiple users is 
demonstrated with the help of a fixed mirror set. Three optical wavelengths of 
1530, 1540 and 1550 nm have been selected to serve the three users. EVM 
performance for all the three channels have been measured with respect to the 
received optical power with the results shown in Figure 3. 25 (b). The EVM limit 
for 16 QAM is 12.5%. Using a bandwidth of 2.4 GHz, our system demonstrates a 
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data rate of 9.6 Gb/s per beam, which is only limited by the sampling speed of the 



































Figure 3.25 Experimental results for optical wireless transmission. (a) Constellation of OFDM 16-
QAM signal received by one user with allocated optical wavelength of 1550nm. The received power 
is - 2 dBm, and the EVM is estimated as 9.6%.  (b) EVM performance of all three channels (16-
QAM) with optical wavelengths of 1530, 1540, and 1550 nm with received optical power ranging 
from -7 to 0 dBm. 
	
A novel optical beam steering method using a 45¡ TFG as a highly efficient in-fibre 
diffraction device is proposed and experimentally demonstrated for the first time. 
However, the feature of bidirectional of 45¡ TFG is not utilized, that is to say, the 
45¡ TFG is not only served as an in-fibre diffraction device, but also as an acceptor 
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of recoupled optical signal. Thus, a full-duplex bidirectional free-space optical 
wireless communication using 45¡ TFG is presented next part. 
 
3.5.3. Full duplex free-space optical wireless communication 
system 
 
Based on the previous research of 45¡ TFG as an in-fibre beam steering device in 
indoor free-space optical communication system, full-duplex bidirectional indoor 
free-space optical communication system using 45¡ TFG is investigated and 
performed, in this case, the 45¡ TFG functions as an beam steered light 
transmission and reception device at the same time via wavelength tuning. The in-
fibre diffraction device has the advantages of low cost, high diffraction efficiency, 
and low uplink coupling loss from free-space to existing optical fibre links, making 
it a promising optical beam steering candidate in full-duplex indoor optical wireless 
communication system.  
The schematic of full duplex bidirectional indoor free-space optical communication 
system using a 45¡ TFG is shown in Figure 3. 26. A RF signal with a bandwidth of 
2.4 GHz on a 2GHz electrical carrier from radio frequency signal generator (RFSG, 
Tektronix 7122C) with a sampling rate of 12 GS/s. The signal with encoded data 
stream are using OFDM 16/32-QAM and a bit rate of 9.6 Gb/s or 12 Gb/s is 
generated with further magnified by a RFA. Different wavelengths of optical light 
beam from the tunable laser (TL) is modulated by the signal when it passes through 
the MZM. In the access point two polarization controllers are utilized, one is used 
to ensure the minimum insert loss of MZM, another one is employed to guarantee 
the maximum efficiency of the 45¡ TFG with all the s-polarized light will be 
diffracted into open space for free-space optical communication usage. Owing to 
the angular dispersion of the 45¡ TFG, different wavelengths of the optical light 
beam from TL will be diffracted into different spatial position and beam steering is 
































Figure 3.26 Schematic of full duplex bidirectional indoor free-space optical communication system 
using a 45¡ TFG.  
 
A lens set is put after the 45¡ TFG to collimate and shrink the beam size during the 
1.4 m indoor free-space transmission (FST) and a collimator (NA 0.49) matrix 
(CM) is utilized to receive the free-space optical light beam. The access point and 
the remote user is connected by the circulator to realize the duplex bidirectional 
free-space optical communication. Light received by CM will be converted to 
electrical signal by PD with a bandwidth of 3 GHz followed by a second RFA and 
sampled by the 100 GS/s oscilloscope (Tektronix DPO72304DX). Finally the data 
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Figure 3.27 Constellation of received 16-QAM OFDM signal for (a) uplink channel with 10.1% 
EVM and (b) downlink channel with 9.8% EVM with optical wavelength of 1550 nm and a received 
optical power of -2 dBm; Constellation of received 32-QAM OFDM signal for (c) uplink channel 
with 10.7% EVM and (d) downlink channel with 10.3% EVM with optical wavelength of 1550 nm 

















































Figure 3.28 (a) The EVM performance of 16-QAM with duplex bidirectional free-space optical 
communication at the wavelength of 1530 nm, 1540 nm, 1550 nm with received optical power from 
-7 to -2.5 dBm; (b) The EVM performance of 32-QAM with duplex bidirectional free-space optical 
communication at the wavelength of 1540 nm, 1550 nm with received optical power from -4 to 0 
dBm. 
 
The result of the presented duplex bidirectional communication system is shown in 
Figure 3. 27 and Figure 3. 28. The constellation of 16-QAM OFDM diagraph is 
shown in Figure 3. 27 (a) and (b), with a 10.1 % and 9.8% error vector magnitude 
(EVM) for uplink channel and downlink channel respectively, with -2dBm received 
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optical power in 1550nm; while constellation of 32-QAM OFDM diagraph is 
shown in Figure 3. 27 (c) and (d), with a 10.7 % and 9.3% EVM for uplink channel 
and downlink channel respectively, with -1dBm received optical power at 1550nm. 
The EVM limit for 16-QAM and 32-QAM is 12.5% and 10.8 % respectively and 
the bit rate for 16-QAM and 32-QAM is 9.6 Gbit/s and 12 Gbit/s, respectively. 
Figure 3. 28 (a) and (b) shows the EVM result of 16-QAM and 32-QAM with their 
received optical power, respectively. Figure 3. 28 (a) gives the EVM performance 
of uplink channel and downlink channel at 1530nm, 1540nm and 1550nm using 16-
QAM with received optical power from -7 to -2.5 dBm and Figure 3. 28 (b) gives 
the EVM performance of uplink channel and downlink channel at 1540nm and 




In this chapter, the main application of imaging with 45¡ TFG is theoretically 
investigated and experimentally demonstrated and another of wireless 
communication application with 45¡ TFG for beam steering is experimentally 
proposed.  
Firstly, we proposed and experimentally demonstrated a new highly efficient, fibre-
compatible, and cost-effective spectrally encoded imaging system based on a 45¡ 
TFG. As an in-fibre diffraction element, the 45¡ TFG replaces the bulky and lossy 
free-space diffraction gratings in conventional imaging systems. A 24-mm long 45¡ 
TFG was fabricated with its angular dispersion measured to be 0.054¡/nm within a 
wide spectral range of 40nm (from 1530 to 1570 nm) and lateral diffraction 
efficiency measured to be as high as 93.5%. As a proof-of-concept demonstration, 
1D line scan imaging of a custom-designed three-slot target and ÒKENTÓ sample 
were performed using the 45¡ TFG-based SEI system. This design significantly 
reduces the volume, complexity and optical insertion loss and improves the 
efficiency and stability of the conventional imaging systems. The developed 
technique holds great promise in various applications where portable and low-cost 
imaging systems are needed. In addition, as the 45¡ TFG-based diffraction element 
is inherently compatible with optical fibres that provide chromatic dispersion, it is 
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particular attractive in ultrafast real-time SEI system based on dispersion-induced 
time-stretch dispersive Fourier transform, which will significantly increase the 
temporal resolution for ultrafast and high-throughput measurements. 
Secondly, we proposed and experimentally demonstrated the first use of a 45¡ TFG 
in PTS based ultrafast SPI system enabling highly efficient and diffraction-limited 
ultrafast time stretch imaging. The 45¡ TFG is presented as an in-fibre diffraction 
device to replace bulky and lossy free-space diffraction gratings in conventional 
STEAM systems. As the 45¡ TFG is inherently compatible with optical fibres that 
provide chromatic dispersion for time stretching, no coupling loss between free-
space and fibre optics will occur. This new proposal simplifies the conventional 
STEAM system, reduces system volume and cost, and promotes higher energy-
efficiency, and better stability. A 24-mm long 45¡ TFG was fabricated with an 
angle dispersion of 0.054¡/nm and an enhanced diffraction efficiency up to 97%. 
Utility of the 45¡ TFG in ultrafast time stretch imaging has been verified by proof-
of-concept demonstrations, where a fast moving customer designed one-inch 
sample with holes and short slots in its edge at 46 m/s was imaged at frame rate of 
50 million frames per second with a large field of view of 0.7 mm. Diffraction-
limited spatial resolution has been achieved due to the fact that a long 45¡ TFG 
produces much wider instantaneous illumination beam size. A side-by-side 
comparison between the proposed in-fibre approach and the conventional free-
space diffraction grating based STEAM systems have been carried out to evidence 
the superior performance of our approach and the lateral spatial resolution is 27µm 
and 45µm separately. This conceptually new PTS based ultrafast SPI scheme opens 
the way towards cost-effective, stable, compact and high-resolution ultrafast 
imaging systems for image-based high-throughput detection and measurement. 
Finally, based on previous analysis, the 45¡ TFG is performed as wavelength-
dependent passive beam steering device in free-space wireless optical 
communication systems. In addition, the proposed 45¡ TFG-based beam steering 
solution provides inherent compatibility with existing fibre links, which is 
particularly attractive in achieving seamless interface with FTTH access networks. 
The considerable coupling loss between fibres and free-space or waveguide devices 
in conventional systems is also completely eliminated. The proposed all-fibre 
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optical beam steering technique is successfully verified by proof-of-concept 
experiments, in which optical wireless transmission over 1.4 m serving three users 
with data rate of 9.6 Gbps per beam has been demonstrated using 2.4 GHz 
bandwidth OFDM signals. Also, for the first time we have presented and 
experimentally demonstrated a full-duplex bidirectional indoor free-space optical 
communication system using a 45¡ TFG as wavelength controlled passive beam 
steering device for light diffraction and reception of back recoupled light. A RF 
signal with a bandwidth of 2.4 GHz at an electrical spectral carrier of 2GHz from 
RFSG utilizing OFDM 16/32-QAM to perform the experiment with a bit rate of 9.6 
Gbit/s or 12 Gbit/s. Thanks to its unique features of low-cost, compactness, 
inherent fibre compatibility and low insertion loss, the presented 45¡ TFG based 
laser beam steering holds great promise in full duplex indoor optical wireless 





CHAPTER 4: DATA COMPRESSION IN 
ULTRAFAST SINGLE-PIXEL IMAGING BASED 
ON COMPRESSED SENSING  
 
4.1. Introduction  
	
In this chapter, CS single-pixel imaging (SPI) system based on STEAM structure, 
and PTS and CS based OCT system are presented. SPI systems [8Ð12], which 
overcome the bottleneck of direct sight of the object, draw extensive attention due 
to the advantages of enabling high quality images acquiring with a single point 
detector. 
To enhance the speed of the SPI-based systems, several of methods are proposed, 
one of the most popular methods is using PTS technique  [16], also named 
DFT  [13,113], and frequency-to-time mapping, which has been previously 
investigated and implemented in OCT  [92], ultrafast optical imaging 
systems  [23,98,114], ultrafast waveform measurement  [115], and analog-to-digital 
technology  [116]. PTS can map the broadband optical spectrum of an ultrashort 
optical pulse into temporal waveform via the employment of GVD as introduced in 
chapter 2. Hence, the temporal resolution of the optical system can be greatly 
enhanced and ultrafast optical measurement system is made possible via using a 
high-speed single-pixel PD. 
However, the utilization of PTS leads to big data problem, that hundreds of gigabits 
even terabits of data needs to be processed in one second. Thus, big data 
compression technique is desired. CS is a promising technique for big data 
compression and it is based on the theory that the sparse information in a 
transformation domain can be recovered from a reduced number of measurements, 
which is introduced in chapter 2, conquers the traditional Nyquist-Shannon 
sampling theorem  [88,89]. Hence, it got pervasive attention in RF signal 
detection  [117,118], OCT  [92Ð94] and CS-based imaging  [23,92].  
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To achieve data compression using CS technique, PRBS is widely employed to 
generate random serials  [92], which have the drawback of high cost and narrow 
bandwidth owing to the employment of expensive AWG. Also, the speed of CS 
imaging is limited by multiple measurements to obtain one frame. Several of 
methods are employed to eliminate the usage of expensive PRBS that generated by 
AWG, for example, a special TiO2-coated fibre tip, which could generate 
wavelength-dependent optical random speckle patterns to perform CS imaging, is 
introduced in  [10]. However, the imaging speed of this methods is limited to the 
tunable laser speed and its iteration. Also, another high-speed low-cost random 
sequential CS method is presented using MMF  [119], which has potential 
applications in imaging and signal detection.  
In the following part, a STEAM structure based CS SPI system is introduced using 
a spatial mask as the passive optical random generator, and a CS and PTS based 
OCT system as a joint work is presented. 
	
4.2. Compressed sensing in spatial domain 
 
As introduced in chapter 2, STEAM based on spectrum-encoded time-stretch 
(SETS) structure has enabled unprecedented ultrafast imaging speed of tens of MHz 
or even GHz  [16] and it has been extensively applied in various real-time ultrafast 
dynamic phenomena, such as ultrafast laser scanning  [6], flowing particle 
screening  [120], and ultrafast optical imaging  [11,12,21]. STEAM consists of two 
steps: one-to-one spectrum-to-space mapping (spectrum encode procession) and 
one-to-one spectrum-to-time mapping (time-stretch procession). And an ultrafast 
single-pixel detector, i.e. PD, could be employed for ultrafast optical dynamics 
measurement thanks to the unique one-to-one mapping of space-spectrum-time.  
However, the employment of time-stretch procession requires expensive ultrafast 
PDs and oscilloscopes, which increases the cost of the optical system drastically 
and enhances the high volume of data that needs to be processed. One solution is 
using nonlinear one-to-one mapping between time and spectrum, i.e. anamorphic 
stretched transform or wrapped time stretch  [104,121], more imaging information 
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could be detected with better time resolution. One of the other commonly used 
solutions is the utilization of CS method  [23,92,98], which reduces the high 
volume of data that needs to be processed, has the benefits of low-cost via using 
low-bandwidth PDs and oscilloscopes. For example, in our CS imaging system 
setup, a low-bandwidth of 50MHz PD is used to replace the traditional high-
bandwidth PD over 10GHz via using CS method. In order to perform CSI, PRBS 
that generate random patterns are demanded for the CS procession  [92,98]. 
Conventionally, the PRBS sequences are generated by AWGs, which could achieve 
a speed of 10GHz or even more. However, to obtain such speed an expensive large-
bandwidth modulator is needed, which increases the cost and complexity of the 
system. 
To tackle this issue, a passive all-optical random pattern generator, i.e. spatial mask, 
is employed in the system (in our experiment the passive all-optical random pattern 
generator is based on SLM, but it is not limited to SLM), which eliminates the 
usage of AWGs and expensive large-bandwidth modulators, with the benefit of all-
optical mixing in CS and low-cost is proposed. This proposal has the merits of low-
cost and high-speed as no electrical devices are involved in the process. This 
method has wide applications in dynamic phenomena where low-cost and high-
speed system is required. 
 
4.2.1. Experimental setup of STEAM based CS imaging system 
 
The schematic of the proposed CSI system is shown in Figure 4. 1. A pulsed MLL 
(Calmar Mendocino FP laser) with a repetition rate of 50 MHz is employed as the 
laser source, which has an average optical power of 15 mW and the pulses 
produced by MLL have a FWHM of 800 fs. In order to achieve linear one-to-one 
mapping between spectrum and time, ultrashort optical pulses from MLL are 
stretched in time domain using DCFs, with a total dispersion of 0.65 ns/nm. 
Besides, two EDFAs are used for optical amplification after the pulses time-stretch 
to achieve higher SNR. The amplified and time-stretched optical pulses are 
scattered onto a diffraction grating (1200 lines/mm) via a collimator (Thorlabs, 
F240APC-1550) under polarization control using a PC. A plano-convex lens with a 
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focusing length of 150mm (Thorlabs, LA1433-C) is used for collimating the beam.  
The optical pulses of the beam passes through a polarization beam splitter (PBS, 
Thorlabs, PBSW-1550) and a half-wave plate (HWP, Thorlabs, WPH10ME-1550), 
then reaches the sample (1951 USAF resolution target) and spatial mask, where the 
optical mixing of imaging and random patterns in spatial domain is happened. The 
HWP has an angle of 22.5¡ to match the polarization coupling for the intensity 
modulation of reflective spatial mask.  The optical pulses carrying the information 
of imaging and random patterns, modulated and reflected by spatial mask, returned 
to the original collimator with same free-space optical way. The information-carried 
optical pulses in time-serial are detected by a single-pixel PD with a bandwidth of 
2GHz via a circulator. An oscilloscope with a real-time sampling rating of 12.5GS/s 
is employed to digitize the captured information followed by information 





























Note in this demonstration the data compressing of CS method is implemented in 
digital domain, that is to say, the pulse compression for every 20 ns is digitally-
added in Matlab instead of using SMF to compress the time-stretched optical pulse, 
which is limited by the existing devices. However, theoretically in the traditional 
CSI system matched length of SMF should be used to compensate the DCF and a 
low-cost low-speed 50MHz PD could be applied, thus the cost and data volume of 
system can be reduced. 
 
4.2.2. Results and discussions 
 









































































Figure 4.2 (a) Input of time-stretched pulse in spectral domain. (b) One random pattern from spatial 
mask. (c) Result of all-optical mixing of (a) and (b) in spectral domain. (d) Result of optical mixing 




The input of time-stretched pulse in spectral domain is shown in Figure 4. 2(a), 
where the incident time-stretched pulse is sent to the collimator.  The spectrum 
range is from 1546 nm to 1556 nm. Figure 4. 2(b) shows one random pattern from 
spatial mask that used to modulate the optical pulse (a) in spatial domain. The result 
of spatially all-optical mixing of Figure 4. 2(a) and (b) is illustrated in Figure 4. 2(c) 
in spectral domain. Figure 4. 2(d) shows the result of spatially optical mixing of 
resolution target and (c) in spectral domain.  
As our system has the unique feature of one-to-one mapping between spectrum and 
time. Similarly, the input of time-stretched pulse in time domain is shown in Figure 
4. 3(a), for a sampling rate of 12.5 GS/s, there have 81 points which last 6.5 ns. 
Another optical random pattern from spatial mask that used to modulate the optical 
pulse spatially is shown in Figure 4. 3(b). Figure 4. 3(c) shows the spatially all-
optical mixing of Figure 4. 3 (a) and (b) in time domain. Figure 4. 3(d) is the result 













































































Figure 4.3 (a) Input of time-stretched pulse in time domain. (b) One random pattern from spatial 
mask. (c) Result of all-optical mixing of (a) and (b) in time domain. (d) Result of optical mixing of 
resolution target and (c) in time domain. 
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Note whether in spectral domain or time domain, there are interference fringes 
resulting from the interference of glass coating of employed spatial mask.  In 
spectral domain, the free spectral range (FSR) in terms of optical spectrum is shown 
as 2 / 2 lλ λΔ = Δ , where ∆l, 3mm, is the optical path difference (OPD) of two 
interferometric arms owing to the glass coating of spatial mask; λ is the optical 
wavelength, 1550nm. Hence the theoretical result of ∆λ is 0.40 nm, which is close 
to the experimental result of 0.41 nm. The interference fringes are not filtered in 
experiment as their period of is close to that of imaging patterns. 
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Figure 4.4 (a) The imaging sample of 1951 USAF resolution target, red line is the imaging area. 
Reconstructed line with (b) 35, (c) 40, and (d) 45 times of measurements with data compression 
ratio of 43.2%, 49.4% and 55.6%, respectively, based on minimum l1 norm reconstruction. 
 
The spatial mask is performed as a passive optical random pattern generator in our 
demonstration. To perform a fast CSI system, a fast galvo-scanner could be applied 
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to change the height of time-stretched optical pulses that reaches different patterns 
from spatial mask or a mechanical scheme could be used to change the height of 
spatial mask rapidly. 
In our CS computation, a line sample imaging 
1M
I
!  with a length of M points is 
mixed with N random patterns from spatial mask, N is the number of measurements 
(N < M). 
1M
I
!  can be expressed as   [122] 
1 1M M M M
I Sϕ× × ×= ×                                                     (4.1) 
where 
M M
ϕ ×  is a M×M matrix denotes for Fourier orthogonal basis, 1MS !  is a M×1 
matrix representing the spectrum of 
1M
I
!  in transformation domain. Each pattern 
1M
R
!  (also has a length of M points) stands for each measurement. The line sample 
imaging is sparse in discreet Fourier transformation (DFT) domain in presumption, 




! , and hence the measurement vector 	 1Ny ! ,	also known as 
dot product, is defined as   [122] 
1 1 1 1N N M M N M M M M N M M
y R I R S Sϕ θ× × × × × × × ×= × = × × = ×                  (4.2) 
 where 
N M N M M M
Rθ ϕ× × ×= × . 
Imaging information recovery from 
1N
y
!  to  1MI !  is a process of convex 
optimization. The measurement vector 
1N
y
!  and random pattern matrix M NR !  are 
given as inputs from the proposed system. 
M M
ϕ × is a standard orthogonal basis and 
the matrix product of 
N M
θ
× !is random and meets the restricted isometry 
property  [122]. Therefore, a valid and possible solution for 
1M
S
!  is achievable 
using total variation (TV) minimization algorithm based on minimum l1 norm 
reconstruction  [101], 
1arg min( )s TV= , subject to s yθ =                               (4.3) 
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Hence, the presentation of transformation domain s can be obtained. Therefore, the 
1D imaging information can be reconstructed due to 
1 1M M M M
I Sϕ× × ×= × . 
The imaging sample of 1951 USAF resolution target used in our proposed system 
to perform CS technique is shown in Figure 4. 4(a).  The imaging line is shown in 
the red line with a length (field of view) of 7.3 mm, which is group 0, number 3 to 
6. Figure 4. 4(b), (c) and (d) illustrated the results of reconstructed 1D lines using 
different number of random patterns or times of measurement, which are 35, 40 and 
45, and the data compression ratio are 43.2%, 49.4% and 55.6%, respectively,  
based on minimum l1 norm reconstruction. From Figure 4. 4(d), when 45 times of 
measurement/random patterns are employed in our proposed CSI system, the target 
data stream with recovered a set of 81 data matched the original imaging line, 
which confirms the spatial all-optical mixing for CS method is applicable. Note 
there is some interference patterns resulting from spatial mask, which affected the 
final reconstructed results, however, this issue can be easily eliminated via using a 
transmission mode of spatial mask or a reflective spatial mask without glass 
coating.  
 
4.3. Compressed sensing in time domain 
 
OCT, which is based on low-coherence interferometry, is a fundamentally 
established optical imaging technique that uses broadband optical light as the light 
source to capture micrometer-resolution, multi-dimensional images  [123Ð130]. 
OCT technique is widely utilized in cross-sectional tomographic imaging of 
internal microstructures of materials, especially in vitro in the human retina and 
other biomedical tissues. 
There are mainly two types of OCT, frequency-domain OCT and time domain 
OCT.	 Frequency-domain OCT provides higher scan rate, offering greater stability 
and better signal-to-noise ratio compared to traditional time-domain OCT 
methods  [131]. In the last decade, extensive efforts have been made to increase the 
utility of frequency-domain OCT towards further higher measurement speed. 
Impressive MHz axial scan rates have been achieved by using a new type of high-
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speed frequency-sweeping optical source based on Fourier-domain mode 
locking  [131], and by using channelized optical spectrum measurement with 
photodiode arrays  [132]. Apart from targeting high-speed axial scanning, master-
slave interferometry  [133] was recent reported as an alternative high-speed solution 
for real-time enface display of frequency-domain OCT images. 
 
4.3.1. Compressed sensing OCT system 
 
To enhance higher axial scan rates, PTS is explored in frequency-domain OCT. 
This method uses large chromatic dispersion in optical fibres to map the broadband 
spectrum of an ultrashort optical pulse into a temporal waveform. Therefore, 
frequency-domain OCT measurement can be achieved alternatively in time-domain 
using a high-speed single-pixel PD, which enables PTS-OCT to operate at the axial 
scan rate equivalent to the pulse repetition rate of the laser, typically ranging from 
tens of MHz to even GHz. PTS-OCT was first implemented in the fibre-optic 
communication band (i.e., ∼1550 nm)  [134], in which ultrafast PDs and good 
dispersive elements with large dispersion-to-loss ratio are commercially available. 
PTS-OCT operating at a shorter wavelength range has also been implemented 
offering better axial resolution and less water absorption in biological 
samples  [135]. PTS based OCT has been recently demonstrated to allow high-
speed OCT imaging of biological tissues  [136]. 
Although the PTS technique has enabled high-throughput OCT measurement 
thanks to the use of DCF, the instruments inherently produce an extremely high-rate 
data stream, which can be as high as one trillion bits per second  [135]. This deluge 
of OCT image data will overwhelm even the most advanced data acquisition 
circuits and the backend digital signal processors. Most electronic solutions fall 
short in this case due to the electronic bottleneck in speed and bandwidth.  
Therefore, new and efficient photonic approaches, which feature ultrafast speed and 
extremely broadband bandwidth, are highly demanded to address the emerging 
massive data problems in ultrafast OCT systems. As introduced in the previous 
chapters, CS is a promising data compression method, which could solve this 
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problem. And recent research efforts have also been made to explore the use of CS 
method in OCT systems for data compression. For example, in  [94], a CS method 
has been employed in post processing to reconstruct 3D OCT images from a subset 
of the original images by exploiting the image sparsity. In  [93], CS has been 
implemented in spectral domain OCT to reduce the total amount of original data 
from a CCD camera. 
However, very little research work on data-compressed PTS-OCT has been 
reported so far, especially considering the fact that PTS-OCT suffers much more 
from massive data issues due to its high-throughput nature. Thus, photonic CS 
enabled data compression in high throughput PTS-OCT has been explored and 
experimentally demonstrated in the next part. Both random mixing and signal 
integration are implemented in the optical domain based on temporal modulation of 
time stretched optical pulse using PRBSs and pulse compression using opposite 
dispersion value. The proposed method not only overcomes the bottleneck of big 
data problems  [104], but also provides an economic alternative to high-speed PTS-
OCT data acquisition as a low speed (50MHz) detector is capable enough to capture 
compressed OCT data, which otherwise demands tens of GS/s sampling 
rate  [114,134Ð136]. 
 
4.3.2. Experimental setup 
	
Schematic diagram of proposed CS PTS-OCT system is shown in Figure 4. 5. The 
optical source is a passively MLL that produces a series of broadband ultra-short 
optical pulse train. The optical pulse is first stretched by a DCF generating a 
broadband passive wavelength swept optical carrier. The stretched pulse is then 
sent to a Michelson interferometer for real-time spectral-domain OCT 
measurement. Each frequency component of the pulse spectrum hence illuminates 
the sample successively in time. The back-reflected pulses from different layers of 
the sample are interferometrically combined with an unmodulated pulse reflected 
from a reference mirror at the optical coupler, resulting in an interference fringe in 
the time domain. The concept of PTS-OCT can also be understood based on 
frequency-to-time mapping: depth information of the sample is first encoded to 
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optical pulse spectrum, which is further mapped to a temporal waveform by large 
GVD of the DCF. The frequency-to-time mapping relation is characterized as λ = t 
/ ψ, where ψ is the total chromatic dispersion (in ps/nm) of the DCF. Finally a 





















Figure 4.5 Block diagram of the proposed CS based PTS-OCT system.! 
 
In the Michelson-type interferometer set up, one optical fibre arm ends with a fixed 
fibre Faraday mirror and other arm is focused onto a moveable mirror, which 
emulates a single reflection-layer sample. This interferometer set up produces an 
interference fringe pattern in both the time and frequency domains. The optical path 
length difference between two arms is considered to be 
1g LLnL −=Δ                                                               (4.4) 
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where ng is the refractive index of the fibre in the fixed arm, L is the optical fibre 
length between the end of fibre mirror and fibre connector in fixed arm, L1 is the 
free space length between the collimator and the tunable mirror. Free spectral range 





λΔ =                                                               (4.5) 
Thanks to the dispersion-induced wavelength-to-time mapping, this interference 
spectrum is converted to a temporal interference pattern with its period given by
t λ ψΔ = Δ ∗ . It can be easily deduced from equation (4. 2) that the relation between 









f ==                                                               (4.6) 
Therefore, the optical path length difference and hence the depth information of the 
sample can be uniquely determined from the RF frequency at a refresh rate identical 
to the pulse repetition rate.  
CS theory shows that a frequency-sparse signal, such as the time-encoded OCT 
signal, can be recovered from a reduced number of measurements in a single-pixel 
receiver scheme such as the PTS-OCT system, which leads to significant data 
compression. CS normally involves three successive steps: random mixing, 
integration (or equivalently low-pass filtering), and down-sampling. The original 
signal can be then reconstructed following a minimization algorithm. The specific 
algorithm has been discussed in chapter 2.5.1. 
To verify the utility of the proposed compressed sensing PTS-OCT system, a proof 
of concept experiment has been designed and implemented based on the setup 
shown in Figure 4. 5. In the experiment, the optical source is a passively MLL 
(Calmar Mendocino FP laser), which produces a series of ultrashort optical pulses 
with FWHM of 800 fs and repetition rate of 50 MHz. After being time stretched 
using a DCF with total dispersion of 1.04 ns/nm, the optical pulses are directed to a 
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Michelson-type OCT setup where one arm is an optical fibre ended with a fibre 
Faraday mirror and the other is in free-space towards a moveable mirror emulating 
as a single-layer sample. Tuning to a particular path difference, the depth profile is 
encoded into the RF frequency of the mapped temporal waveform. 
	
4.3.3. Experimental results and discussions 
 













































































Figure 4.6 Experiment results for a single-layer PTS-OCT measurement. (a) The temporal 
interference pattern for five successive pulses. (b) The first 5 PRBS patterns. (c) The modulated 
waveforms with red marking showing no pattern for exact amount of duration of a bit 0. (d) The 
compressed optical pulses using a SMF with opposite dispersion profile.   
The first five consecutive pulses are captured using a high-speed PD and a real-time 
oscilloscope and shown in Figure 4. 6 (a). We can see the stretched Gaussian pulse 
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is encoded with a single tone RF frequency indicating the strong single-layer 
reflection from the sample. PRBS patterns at 2.5 Gbps are generated by an AWG 
(Tektronix AWG7122C) as shown in Figure 4. 6 (b). Considering Nyquist rate of 
2.5 Gbps and pulse period of 20 ns, the original signal length is N = 50. Mixing of 
PRBS patterns with the encoded optical pulses is implemented using a 10 GHz 
MZM with the results captured by the oscilloscope and shown in Figure 4. 6 (c). 
Passing the randomly mixed pulses through a SMF with opposite dispersion profile, 
signal integration has been realized via pulse compression. The compressed pulses 
are detected with a 2.5 GHz PD and shown in Figure 4. 6 (d). The pulses have a 
pulse-width of 0.4 ns which is inversely proportional to the PD bandwidth. The 
peak power of each pulse indicates the integration of mixed optical pulse and leads 
to a single measurement result.  











































Figure 4.7 (a) Overlapped temporal waveforms for the reconstructed signal (in solid line) and the 
original signal (in red dash line). (b) Fourier domain representation of the reconstructed signal (in 
solid line) and the original signal (in red dash line). 
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The Fourier transform of the interference waveform is indicated by the red dotted 
line in Figure 4. 7 (a). A clear peak at 650 MHz is obtained, which corresponds to 
an optical path length difference of 0.81 mm. Overall 33 measurements have been 
taken to reconstruct the original signal (50 data) following an l1 Magic 
minimization algorithm. The reconstructed DFT domain signal is shown with solid 
line in Figure 4. 7 (b). We can see that the target frequency (650 MHz) has been 
successfully recovered with a data compression ratio of 66%. Figure 4. 7 (a) shows 
the reconstructed time domain signal and the original signal with blue solid and red 
dotted line respectively. A good match in time-domain reconstruction has been 
achieved. Data compression is achieved in PTS-OCT at the cost of reduced axial 
scan rate. The effective axial scan rate in this experiment is 1.51 MHz. A better 
compression ratio (due to fewer number of measurements) will increase the scan 
rate as well. 
A second experiment was carried out to verify the utility of the system at different 
imaging depths. We tune the moveable mirror further to get an increased optical 
path length difference of 0.99 mm. The mapped spectrally-encoded optical pulse 
has a higher carrier frequency of 800 MHz, with its time-domain and frequency-
domain representations shown in Figure 4. 8 (a) and (b) respectively. The same 
random mixing and optical pulse compression processes are carried out. With 33 
measurements, the reconstructed time-domain and DFT domain signals are shown 
in Figure 4. 8 (c) and (d) respectively. The reconstructed signal matches well with 
the original signal with a compression ratio of 66%. 
This proposed and experimentally demonstrated data compression approach based 
on photonic CS for data-efficient PTS-based OCT systems is confirmed applicable 
in OCT applications. Random mixing and integration processes were implemented 
in the optical domain directly free from the electronic bottleneck. High-throughput 
axial scanning at 1.51 MHz has been achieved using low-speed data acquisition at 
50MS/s thanks to photonic compressed sensing with a compression ratio of 66%. 
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Figure 4.8 Experimental results for a second single-layer sample with different path length 
difference. (a) The original interference pattern in time domain. (b) Fourier transform of the original 
interference pattern showing a single carrier frequency of 800 MHz. (c) The reconstructed time 
domain waveform with 33 measurements. (d) The reconstructed DFT domain signal clearly 




In this chapter, the spatial domain and time domain CS systems based on PTS 
technique are proposed and experimentally demonstrated.  
First, we proposed and experimentally demonstrated a low cost all-optical CSI 
system using STEAM structure with potential dynamic phenomena detection. The 
spatial mask is performed as passive optical random pattern generator, which is 
applied for all-optical mixing to perform spatial domain compressed sensing, hence, 
no electrical bandwidth is limited and no expensive electro-optical modulator is 
involved. The experimental result of CSI system shows a data compression ratio of 
55.6% is performed using a computational low-speed data acquisition at 50MS/s. 
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Our proposed system could solve the big data issue in the traditional data 
acquisition procession and reduce the cost of system using low-bandwidth PD and 
oscilloscope with potential dynamic phenomena detection and measurement.   
Second, an OCT system using CS and PTS techniques is proposed and 
experimentally demonstrated as a data compression approach. A comprehensive 
analysis and experimental verifications are presented. The usage of random mixing 
and integration processes in the optical domain directly overcomes the electronic 
bottleneck. High-throughput OCT measurements with axial scanning at 1.51 MHz 
has been achieved using low-speed data acquisition at 50MS/s with a compression 







CHAPTER 5: COMPRESSED SENSING AND 
PTS BASED SPI USING MULTIMODE 
INTERFERENCE 
 
5.1. Introduction  
	
In this chapter, MMF is introduced as a low-cost CS imaging approach, which 
obtained world-class unprecedented speed.  
MMF, which caused randomization of phase, polarization and optical speckle 
pattern intensity distribution when light travels through it, has bigger core, higher 
capacity and larger numerical aperture in comparison with	SMF. Hence it enables 
different kinds of applications and attracts extensively resurging attention in 
communication  [82,83], and imaging  [75Ð81], especially SPI-based systems [8Ð
12].  
The theory and introduction of PTS  [23,98,114] and CS  [92Ð94] are presented in 
chapter 2 and chapter 4, respectively. In CS technique, the high speed of PRBS has 
the disadvantage of high cost while the low-cost of SLMs and DMDs has drawback 
of comparatively low frame speed. As a result, high-speed with low-cost optical 
random patterns in time-serial is required. To conquer this challenge, PTS and CS 
based multimode interference using MMF is utilized. The optical random patterns 
in MMF are generated thanks to its feature of randomization of optical speckle 
pattern intensity distribution when light travels through it. When combined with 
PTS technique using a broadband short pulsed laser / mode-locked laser (MLL), 
different wavelengths from a MLL will propagate the MMF in time serial, thus a 
random optical speckle pattern generator is produced with unprecedented speed. 
With the utilization of MMF, and combination of CS and PTS, unprecedented CS 
imaging speed under same laser source condition can be obtained. The frame rate of 
proposed imaging system is equal to the repetition rate of the pulsed laser. 
Compared to traditional all-optical random pattern generator that using SLM or 
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DMD, which generates hundreds or tens of thousands of random speckle patterns in 
one second, ultrashort optical pulse with broadband spectrum that passes through a 
single capsuled MMF based PTS could introduce an all-optical random speckle 
pattern generation speed of tens of GHz, which is around 6 to 7 orders higher. 
When in comparison with other PRBS-based high-cost CS and PTS imaging 
system, such as OCT  [92Ð94] and STEAM  [23,98,114], which need hundreds of 
times iteration of a single ultrashort optical pulse to reconstruct one frame, the low-
cost frame rate of proposed imaging system is hundreds of times faster thanks to its 
fundamental nature. 
	
5.2. Ultrafast CS imaging system based on multimode 
interference 
 
We present our conceptual imaging system with combination of CS and PTS based 
on the employment of multimode interference using MMF. Via the usage of MMF, 
our proposed system has the benefit of ultrafast all-optical random speckle pattern 
generation speed with low cost and ultra-wide bandwidth in comparison with 
narrow bandwidth PRBS generator and low speed SLMs / DMDs. Also, it has the 
advantage of inherent 2D imaging reconstruction due to its nature of 2D spatial 
speckle intensity profile distribution.  
To gain a better understanding of our proposed system, a combination of analysis 
with computation and experiment is presented. The all-optical random speckle 
patterns, generated in a single capsuled MMF via light of different wavelengths 
travelling through it in time serial, are experimentally analysed and demonstrated. 
The theory of MMF based PTS using CS method for imaging is presented. 
 
5.2.1. Experimental setup of MMF based CS imaging system 
 
Each single wavelength of light will generate its own random and repeatable optical 
speckle pattern in time sequence when travels in a single capsuled MMF. The all-
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optical random speckle patterns are generated via the light of different wavelengths 
that travels in a capsuled MMF due to the multimode interference. By the 
implementation of PTS, ultrashort optical pulse of broadband spectrum can be 
stretched in temporal domain. Thus all-optical random speckle patterns can be 
generated once the stretched pulses propagating through the MMF. The process 
diagram is shown in Figure 5. 1. At each time, only one certain optical speckle 
pattern at one wavelength is generated (the mode dispersion can be neglected if 
selectively choose short length MMF and control the incident light when 
propagating through MMF). However, the time difference between each 
wavelength is extremely short, which could be around 0.1ns. The traditional 
imaging method for photon-detection and data acquisition in such ultrafast speed 
needs bandwidth of trillions of Hz and sampling speed of trillions of samples per 
seconds.  In our case, CS technique is employed to conquer the limitation and a 









Figure 5.1 The process diagram of pulse stretch and all-optical random speckle pattern generation 
via the combination of PTS and MMF.  
 
In our experiment, the spread of random distributed optical speckles can be tuned 
via tuning the angle of incident light that transmitted into the MMF. Hence, in this 
case the randomization and spatial intensity distribution of optical speckles, which 
determines the success of our experiment, can be optimized.  
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To ensure the process of MMF based CS imaging using PTS, the calibration 
process of MMF for optical speckles distribution of various wavelengths is 
presented. Figure 5.2 gives the calibration process of random all-optical speckle 
patterns via wavelength tuning. A TL with wavelength range from 1518 nm to 1568 
nm is exploited to provide the narrow bandwidth single wavelength. Light from TL 
will be emitted into open space via a collimator (Col) with NA of 0.49. A lens set 
of two plano-convex lens with focal lengths of 30 mm and 100 mm is used to 
expand the open space beam size. An objective lens (OL, ×10, 0.40NA) is put after 
the lens set to coupling light of different angles of single wavelength at each certain 
time into the capsuled MMF (with a length of 2m and a core diameter of 200µm, 
0.39NA). Therefore, different modes are produced in MMF and each wavelength 
stands for each speckle pattern. Finally, the speckle patterns are captured by a beam 
profiler (BP). The single MMF is capsuled and only wavelengths of light can affect 
the random intensity distribution of optical speckle patterns.  
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Figure 5.3 All-optical random speckle patterns at (a) Ð (d) 1520.0 Ð 1520.3nm; (e) Ð (h) 1530.0 Ð 
1530.3nm; (i) Ð (l) 1540.0 Ð 1540.3nm; (m) Ð (p) 1550.0 Ð 1550.3nm, with 0.1 nm step. 
 
One major principle must be satisfied in CS technique is that the random all-optical 
speckle patterns should be stable, repeatable, while at the same time all the other 
patterns of different wavelengths should be completely uncorrelated. Part of the 
random all-optical speckle patterns generated in our experiment is shown in Figure 
5. 3, all-optical random speckle patterns at four wavelength bands are shown and 
each band has 4 wavelength-dependent random speckle patterns with 0.1nm 
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wavelength step ((a) Ð (d), 1520.0 Ð 1520.3nm; (e) Ð (h), 1530.0 Ð 1530.3nm; (i) Ð 
(l), 1540.0 Ð 1540.3nm; (m) Ð (p), 1550.0 Ð 1550.3nm), which shows the 
randomization of generated all-optical random speckle patterns spatially. 


























Figure 5.4 Correlation of 500 optical speckle patterns from 1518.0 to 1567.9 nm with 0.1 nm step.  
 
To quantitatively determine the randomization of the all-optical random speckle 
patterns, a correlation of 500 stable and repeatable wavelength-dependent random 
all-optical speckle patterns are analysed and the correlation result is shown in 
Figure 5. 4.  The wavelength range from TL is 1518.0 to 1567.9 nm with 0.1nm 
tuning step. The ideal correlation between every other two wavelength-dependent 
random all-optical speckle patterns should be as close to 0 and the self-correlation 
of one certain wavelength-dependent random speckle pattern should be as close to 
1. In Figure 5. 4, the average correlation value among every two different patterns 




Figure 5.5 Schematic of proposed imaging system based CS and PTS using MMF.  
 
The schematic of proposed imaging system based CS and PTS using MMF is 
shown in Figure 5. 5. The capsuled MMF in this setup is performed as a low-cost, 
ultrafast and passive all-optical random speckle pattern generator and the 
capsulation is performed to minimize the effect of the environment, which can 
fatally affect the stability of the all-optical random speckle patterns. A MLL with a 
repetition rate of 20MHz is utilized to generate the ultrashort pulses with broadband 
spectrum. The ultrashort pulses go through the DCF (with a whole dispersion of 
1ns/nm) to perform PTS, namely, dispersive Fourier transform. Therefore, linear 
wavelength-to-time one-to-one mapping is achieved. The time stretched pulses are 
emitted into open space via a collimator (Col) with a NA of 0.49. Then the pulses 
are coupled into capsuled MMF (with a length of 2m and the diameter of its core is 
200µm, 0.39NA) via pass through an objective lens (×10, 0.40NA), which induces 
more modes that could improve the randomization of the optical speckles. When 
each of the time-stretched broadband spectrum pulses propagates through the 
capsuled MMF, each wavelength in a pulse generates its own random, stable and 
repeatable 2D all-optical speckle pattern at its own time point. After the all-optical 
random speckle patterns in time serial pass through the target image, a single-pixel 
PD with properly chose bandwidth is used to receive the data. The final data are 
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collected by an oscilloscope (OSC) with a sampling rate the same as the bandwidth 
of the PD numerically. 
 
5.2.2. Result and discussion 
 
The computed data received by PD is illustrated in Figure 5. 6. A PD with a bandwidth of 
10GHz is employed. The MLL has a wavelength range of 1518 nm to 1568 nm in 
simulation. Every 0.1ns (0.1nm in spectrum) is a measurement in our CS technique. 
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Figure 5.6 The computed signal received by PD in temporal domain (500 data of all-optical random 




In our CS computation, a target 2D image 
M M
I
! is mixed with N random patterns, each 
M M
R
!  corresponding to a specific wavelength. N also corresponds to the number of 
measurements (N M M<< ! ).  By vectoring the image into 1D (
1MM
I
! ) and combining 
N random patterns (
MM N
R
! ), the CS system can be simplified into 1D model. The image 
1MM
I
!  is assumed to be sparse in DFT domain, the measurement vector 1Ny !  can be 
described as the dot product between the image and random patterns, 
1 1N N MM MM
y R I
! ! !
= ! . Image 
1MM
I
!  can be represented in transformation domain 
MM MM
ϕ ×  as  1 1MM MM MM MMS Iϕ× × ×= × , where 1MMS !  denotes the transformation domain 
representation. Hence the equations can be summarized as 
1
1 1 1N N MM MM MM MM N MM MM
y R I Sϕ θ−× × × × × ×= × × = × , where 
1
N MM N MM MM MM
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Figure 5.7 (a) An original target image with pixels size 27 × 27; (b) ̚ (f), reconstructed images 
using different number of all optical random optical speckle patterns (different compression ratios 
from 35.11% to 68.59%); (g) ̚ (k), CCD images downsized from (a) with corresponding same 




In the imaging reconstruction region, the measurement vector 
1N
y
!  and N MMR !  are given 
as inputs and the transformation domain 
MM MM
ϕ ×  is known, Hence 1MMS !  can be 
reconstructed using total variation (TV) minimization algorithm, 1( )min ( )TV TV s  subject 
to s yθ =  [137]. From the retrieved transformation representation output s , the image can 
be reconstructed as,
1 1MM MM MM MM




An original customer-designed 27 × 27 pixels image (shown in Figure 5. 7(a)) is 
employed in our setup as the target image to perform CS technique. Figure 5. 7(b) 
to (f) show the reconstructed images with different number of all-optical random 
speckle patterns that used in CS technique, which is from 256 to 500 (with 
compression ratios from 35.11% to 68.59%). And from the result we could get the 
conclusion that the CS technique in our proposed imaging system can work as 
expected to fulfill the low-cost ultrafast imaging purpose with distinguishable 
resolution, and the more speckle patterns that used in CS technique, the more 
details can be identified in the reconstructed image. To compare the imaging effect 
of our CS technique, images of different CCDs with the same pixels size as Figure 
5. 7 (b) ̚ (f) are employed to receive the target image of Figure 5. 7 (a), and the 
images are shown in Figure 5. 7 (g) ̚ (k). From Figure 5. 7 (g) to (k), the images 
get more elaborated as more pixels are used in the CCD. This result confirms our 
proposed imaging technique is an achievable approach of ultrafast SPI imaging 
method. 
An original four-line-target image with pixels size 27 × 27, which is shown in 
Figure 5. 8 (a), is utilized to exemplify the resolution effect of CS imaging. 
Reconstructed images with different compression ratios / numbers of speckle 
patterns used from 35.11% / 256 to 68.59% / 500 are depicted from Figure 5. 8 (b) 
to (f), respectively. The result shows that the CS technique in our proposed imaging 
system matches quite well with the target image. To compare the imaging effect of 
our CS technique, images of different CCDs with same pixels size as Figure 5. 8 (b) 
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to (f) are employed to receive the target image of Figure 5. 8 (a), and the images are 
shown in Figure 5. 8 (g) to (k). Compared to images of different CCDs with same 
pixels size respectively, the CS imaging can offer better resolution in the target 
image although with the sacrifice of SNR, such as in comparison with Figure 5. 8 
(h) and (k), (c) and (f) show more accurate details in the edge areas, especially 
notable with the first and last narrow lines. 
n=256
35.11%
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Figure 5.8 (a) An original target image with pixels size 27 × 27; (b) to (f), reconstructed images 
using different number of all-optical random speckle patterns (different compression ratios from 
35.11% to 68.59%); (g) to (k), CCD images downsized from (a) with corresponding pixels size as 
(b) to (f). 
 
The FFT spatial resolution of our system is analyzed based on the random speckle 
patterns we used in the CS process. Given a range of all-optical random speckle 
patterns generated in the MMF, the resolution is estimated to be 42 × 42 pixels. 
Though the pixel resolution is 540 × 540, the random pattern cannot resolve the 
image of that size as the spatial resolution is limited by the random distance among 
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the speckles. Here we demonstrate the actual random pattern captured by the beam 
profiler along with spectral profile of the random pattern followed by several spatial 
low pass filters to remove the high frequency components to see any significant 
difference in the pattern. As observed, the actual figure captured by beam profiler 
with 540 × 540 pixel resolution is shown in Figure 5. 9 (a). The corresponding 2D 
spectral domain representation is shown in Figure 5. 9 (b), after removing the 
dominant low frequency component with a low pass filter and actual spectral power 
variation is shown in Figure 5. 9 (c), where the spectral power significantly 
decreases on higher spatial frequencies. 
The higher spatial frequencies >150 are now suppressed using a low pass filter and 
the result is shown in Figure 5. 9 (f). The corresponding random pattern is shown in 
Figure 5. 9 (d), and the corresponding 2D FFT representation is shown in Figure 5. 
9 (e).  
(a) (d) (g) (j)
(b) (e) (h) (k)


























Figure 5.9 (a) Pattern captured by beam profiler with 540 × 540 pixel resolution; (b) 2D spectral 
domain representation after removing the low frequency components; (c) Superimposed spectral 
domain representation of individual rows of the image followed by superimposed representations of 
the columns of the image shown in (a); (d), (e), (f) and  (g), (h), (i) and  (j), (k), (l) are repetition of 
process of (a), (b), (c). 
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Figure 5.10 Correlation of original image with spatial frequencies filtered image, the correlation 
result is 0.97 for our spatial resolution. 
	
Similarly the superimposed spectral domain representations of the pattern after 
removing the higher spatial frequencies >50 are shown in Figure 5. 9 (i), 
corresponding random pattern is shown in Figure 5. 9 (g), and 2D FFT 
representation is shown in Figure 5. 9 (h). The procedure is repeated for spatial 
frequencies >25 and the results are represented in Figure 5. 9 (l), (j), (k), 
respectively. As observed from the patterns with original Figure 5. 9 (a) and 
suppressed high frequency random pattern in Figure 5. 9 (j), some of the high 
frequency features have been lost marginally and this can be considered Nyquist 
frequency limit for the system. The result in our system is 42 × 42 pixels. The 
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correlation graph of original image with spatial frequencies filtered image is shown 
in Figure 5. 10, the correlation result is 0.97 for the existing spatial resolution. 




















Figure 5.11 The temporal stability of optical speckle patterns within 6 hours. 
	
The temporal stability of the all-optical random speckle patterns is analyzed via the 
correlation of previous and latter pattern within same wavelength at different 
captured time. The result is described in Figure 5. 11, three wavelengths of 1520 
nm, 1540 nm and 1560 nm is used to exemplify the stability of all-optical random 
speckle patterns within 6 hours. The results show within one hour, all the patterns 
have correlation values of more than 0.985, although the value decreased as time 
increasing, the value is still above 0.95 within 6 hours. The calibration time of all-
optical random speckle patterns is one pattern per second, so the whole calibration 
time of 500 patterns we used is 500 seconds. The frame speed in our proposed 
imaging system is 20MHz. Thus to make our proposal work, the all-optical random 
speckle patterns should be stable at least excess the time of calibration and imaging. 
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Figure 5.12 (a) Incident signal with a FWHM of 1.57ns ± 0.04ns; (b) output signal after MF with a 
FWHM of 1.60ns ± 0.05ns.  
 
The mode dispersion  [138Ð140] is also considered in our imaging system owning 
to the mode dispersion can temporally stretch the pulse when a single pixel PD is 
used to receive the final data. However, when carefully choose the length, core 
diameter, NA of the MMF and the coupling angle between the OL and MMF, the 
mode dispersion can be decreased, such as in our situation, a step-graded MMF 
with a length of 2m, core diameter 200µm, and 0.39 NA is employed. Figure 5. 12 
(a) shows an original modulated single wavelength (1530nm) signal that 
propagating through MMF with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 1.57ns ± 
0.04ns at a repetition of every 20ns, and Figure 5. 12 (b) shows the output signal 
that stretched via mode dispersion has a HWFM of 1.60 ± 0.05ns. In practical this 
effect might affect the experiment as there may have part of information 
overlapping between the two consecutive measurements (0.1ns division), while 
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in  [23], a proposal that could solve 98% of overlapping between the two 




In this chapter, the CS and PTS based imaging systems using multimode 
interference are proposed and demonstrated for data compression.  
Ultrafast optical imaging system using MMF for multimode interference based CS 
and PTS is presented conceptually with demonstration. MMF is regarded as an 
ultrafast all-optical random speckle pattern generator when combined with CS and 
PTS. This new conceptual all-optical random 2D speckle pattern generator has the 
advantage of low cost and large bandwidth. In comparison with traditional 
expensive and bandwidth-limited PRBS generator, our proposal is a perfect CS 
imaging method with low cost, ultrafast speed and inherently 2D CS imaging. For 
the other CS imaging systems that employed with SLM or DMDs, which have a 
maximum bandwidth tens of KHz due to the usage of electrical devices, our 
proposed imaging system has a bandwidth as high as 10 GHz, which is around 6 to 
7 orders higher. Beside, by the implementation of PTS, our CS 2D imaging method 
can have a frame time the same as one pulse time, while the other CS-based 
imaging methods, such as in OCT or STEAM, need to repeat hundreds of times to 
get one frame. Thus our presented imaging system has an even higher bandwidth 
compared to the other time-domain CS-based imaging systems. To present the 
state-of-art of our imaging system, a combination of demonstration with 
computation and experiment is presented. The imaging data compression ratio from 
35.11% to 68.59% is illustrated in CS approach and CCDs with same down-sized 
pixels are used to detect the target imaging to compare the effect of the CS 
approach. Also the FFT spatial resolution is analyzed according to the all-optical 
random speckle patterns and the result in our system is 42 × 42 pixels. The 
calibration of all-optical random speckle patterns is demonstrated in experiment. 
Besides, other elements that could affect the proposed imaging system, which 
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includes temporal stability of random optical pattern and mode dispersion of MMF, 





CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 
WORK 
 
6.1. Conclusions  
 
The demanding of ultrafast speed of SPI system has motivated various imaging 
techniques with unprecedented speed, while the counter-part issues such as low 
efficiency, low stability, expensive equipment, large volume and big data are left 
behind. 
The main conclusions of this thesis are as follows: 
 
¥ A high efficient, low cost, diffraction limited and miniature SEI system using 
45¡ TFG is presented. The 45¡ TFG, which is performed as the high efficient 
in-line diffractive grating, is computationally and experimentally confirmed to 
be the perfect target for undertaking uniform one-to-one mapping between 
space and wavelength. The performance of this SEI system is analyzed and this 
paved the way for potential PTS based ultrafast SEI system.  
¥ A fibre-compatible, low cost, and diffraction limited PTS based ultrafast SEI 
system using 45¡ TFG is theoretically analysed and experimentally 
demonstrated. The resolution of the proposed system is investigated. 50 million 
frames per second imaging of fast moving object at 46 m/s with a field of view 
of 0.7 mm and diffraction-limited resolution of 42.5 µm has been 
experimentally demonstrated. This conceptually new in-fibre diffraction design 
opens the way towards cost-effective, compact and high-resolution imaging 
systems for high-throughput detection and measurement. 
¥ A new approach for highly-efficient, compact and fibre compatible laser beam 
steering using an in-fibre diffraction grating has been proposed and 
experimentally demonstrated in an indoor free-space optical wireless 
communication system. The in-fibre diffraction grating, namely 45¡ TFG, 
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performs as wavelength-controlled mechanical-free laser beam steering device. 
The wavelength-dependent lateral scattering of 45¡ TFG is obtained due to the 
strongly tilted grating structure. Experimental result shows free-space 
transmission over 1.4 m serving three remote users with data rate of 9.6 Gbps 
per beam using 2.4 GHz bandwidth signals. 
¥ A full-duplex indoor free-space optical wireless communication system is 
proposed and experimentally demonstrated for the first time using 45¡ TFG. 
Here 45¡ TFG functions as an in-fibre passive diffraction device for 
wavelength steered light emission and reception, which enables full-duplex 
optical wireless transmission. The unique advantages of using an in-fibre TFG 
device for beam steering include high diffraction efficiency, low cost, high 
stability and simplicity, compactness and inherent compatibility with existing 
fibre links. In a proof-of-concept experiment, free-space full-duplex 
transmission over 1.4 m with data rate of 12 Gbps per beam has been 
demonstrated using 2.4 GHz bandwidth signals.  
¥ A novel spectrum-encoded and time-stretch (SETS) based CS imaging system 
using a spatial mask as the passive optical random pattern generator is 
proposed and experimentally demonstrated for the first time. This system can 
reduce the cost of the traditional ultrafast CS imaging system without 
compensating speed. As a proof-of-principle experiment, an 81 points line 
scanning of resolution target using 45 measurement is performed (compression 
ratio of 55.6%) in our proposed high speed CS imaging system. 
¥ As joint work, data compression in high-throughput PTS based OCT has been 
analysed and experimentally demonstrated using CS method. A data 
compression ratio of 66% has been obtained in high-throughput OCT 
measurements with 1.51-MHz axial scan rate and sampling rate of 50 MS/s.  
¥ A PTS based ultrafast SPI system using CS method is presented for the first 
time with the advantages of overcoming the trade-off between high cost and 
high speed / large bandwidth. This is made possible via stretching broadband 
pulse in MMF, thus an ultrafast low cost random optical speckle pattern 
generator is formed. The performance of MMF as all-optical random speckle 
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pattern generator is experimentally analysed. A 27 × 27 pixels image is 
reconstructed within 500 measurements is performed in our proposed imaging 
system. Also, the fast Fourier transform (FFT) spatial resolution, which is a 
combination of multiple Gaussians, is analyzed to be 42 × 42 pixels. 
 
6.2. Future Work   
 
Future work to improve the performance of PTS based ultrafast SPI systems are as 
follows.  
 
¥ The polarization feature of 45¡ TFG can be utilized and explored to perform 
CS imaging based STEAM structure using a polarization modulator (PolM). 
The 45¡ TFG has a polarization dependent loss as high as ~40 dB due to the 
largely tilted structure. Hence, a highly efficient CS imaging based STEAM 


























¥ An indoor free-space optical wireless communication system can be performed 
based the on polarization feature of 45¡ TFG for beam steering using a 
polarization modulator. As a polarization sensitive device, 45¡ TFG with 
polarization modulation in the wireless communication system is presented for 



















Figure 6.2 Schematic diagram of indoor free-space wireless communication system based on 45¡ 
TFG using PolM.  
	
¥ Modal dispersion in MMF with imaging application have not been fully 
investigated.  With proper alignment in the setup, the mode dispersion in MMF 
can be used to perform one-to-one mapping between wavelength / spectrum 
and time. Thus, a low cost chromatic dispersion device is achieved used MMF, 
substituting the traditional expensive DCF. Hence, a STEAM system is 
presented via the usage of low-cost MMF. The experimental setup of the 
































¥ Modal dispersion in MMF has different applications, one of it is used to make 
single wavelength filter taper. In such situation, the mode dispersion of MMF 
is utilized to build a low-cost, simplified filter tapper. The principle diagram of 



















Figure 6.5 Scheme of novel CS imaging system based on 4 phase-shifting Fourier spectrum 
acquisition method.  
	
¥ A SPI system based on Fourier spectrum acquisition using four-step phase-
shifting method with the advantages of data compression can be explored with 
the combination of STEAM. This opens a new way of CS with new data 
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A.1 Image correlation 
 
for i = 1:1:5 
      str = int2str(i); 
   str2 = '.jpg'; 
   s=strcat(str,str2); 
   I(k,:,:) = rgb2gray(imread(s)); 




    for jj=1:4 
    temp1(:,:) = I(j,:,:); 
    temp2(:,:) = I(jj,:,:); 
   r(j,jj) = (corr2(temp1,temp2)); 
    end 
end 
 
A.2 Random pattern generation in SLM  
 
a=randi([0 1],1,128); 
   k=1; 
   for j=1:length(a) 
    aa(k:1:k+3)=a(j); 
    k=k+4; 
   end 
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   for i=1:512 
    d(i,:)=aa; 
   end 
    
  imshow(d) 
   filename = '71.xlsx'; 
xlswrite(filename,a,1,'') 
  
 %Now make an RGB image that matches display from IMAGESC: 
C = colormap;  % Get the figure's colormap. 
L = size(C,1); % Scale the matrix to the range of the map. 
ds = round(interp1(linspace(min(d(:)),max(d(:)),L),1:L,d)); 
H = reshape(C(ds,:),[size(ds) 3]); % Make RGB image from scaled.  
  
 imwrite(H,'X:\p71.bmp','bmp');  
 




% Now make an RGB image that matches display from IMAGESC: 
C = colormap;  % Get the figure's colormap. 
L = size(C,1); % Scale the matrix to the range of the map. 
ds = round(interp1(linspace(min(d(:)),max(d(:)),L),1:L,d)); 
H = reshape(C(ds,:),[size(ds) 3]); % Make RGB image from scaled. 
subplot(1,2,2) 









In = (rgb2gray(In));  % Converting Colour image to grayscale image 
  
%load('matlab.mat'); 
x = double(In(:)); %Converts 2D data to 1D coloumn wise 
 res = 10; 
n = length(x);   %Calulates the length of total image   
k = 1; 
for i = 1:1:500   %for first set of wavelengths 
     s3 = '1 ('; 
      s2 = int2str(i); 
      s1 = ').png'; 
      s = strcat(s3,s2,s1); 
      I=rgb2gray(imread(s));   
 start_x=512-130;end_x=512+140-1;start_y=640-140;end_y=640+130-1; 
I1_down = I(start_x:res:end_x,start_y:res:end_y); 
I2 = I(start_x:10:end_x,start_y:10:end_y); 
 %  I2 = im2bw(I2,0.5);  
A1(k,:) = double(I1_down(:)); 
  %A1(k,:) = A1(k,:)*255/(max(A1(k,:))-min(A1(k,:))); 
    A(k,:) = double(I2(:));                   % Each radom pattern image is converted to 
1D and is assigned a column  
   k = k+1;  
 %  imshow(I2); 
end 
 
y = A*x;% measurement matrix 
Theta = zeros(k-1,n);           %Size same as matrix A 
for ii = 1:n 
  if (rem(ii,1000) == 0)  
      ii 
  end 
    ek = zeros(1,n);     
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    ek(ii) = 1; 
    psi = idct(ek)'; 
    Theta(:,ii) = A1*psi; 
end 
  
s2 = pinv(Theta)*y;%l2 norm solution 
s1 = tveq_logbarrier(s2,Theta,Theta',y, 1e-1, 2, 1e-8, 600); 
 
x1 = zeros(n,1); 
for ii = 1:n 
      if (rem(ii,1000) == 0)  
      ii 
  end 
    ek = zeros(1,n); 
    ek(ii) = 1; 
    psi = idct(ek)'; 
    x1 = x1+psi*s1(ii); 
end 










A.4 EVM Patch 
 
b=[40 60 80 100]; 
a=[1 2 3 4 5 6]; 
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c1=[11.53 10.35 10.18  10.57  17.75  10.9; 10.48  16.67  10.99  10.12  11.49  9.43; 
16.55  10.85  10.96  10.99 9.18 9.27; 10.57  12.85  11.02  9.04  9.3  8.95]; 
c2=[12.1  10.18  10.51  10.64  8.97  9.6; 10.43  11.13  9.58  13.8  9.82  10.85; 11.91 







title('EVM at Different User Locations for different Antenna Separations'); 






h=patch([0 5 5 0],[0 0 7 7],[12 12 12 12],'r'); 





title('EVM at Different User Locations for different Antenna Separations'); 






h=patch([0 5 5 0],[0 0 7 7],[12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5],'r'); 




A.5 Ultrafast imaging reconstruction 
 
function [out_descript, outdata, timedata] = wfm_ascii_dpo(fname, data_start, 
data_stop) 
  
% Converts TSD5/6/7k and DPO7k/70k .wfm file to ASCII format with time array. 
% data_start and data_stop input arguments are optional and can be used to read 
parts of file 
%To do: implement fast frame, pixel maps 
 
out = []; 
if nargin==0         




    [filename,pname]=uigetfile({'*.wfm', 'Tektronix Waveform Files (*.wfm)';'*.*', 
'All Files (*.*)'},'Choose Tektronix WFM file'); 




fd = fopen(fname,'r'); 
if fd==-1 
    error('Problem opening file "%s"',fname) 
end 
 %---Determine byte ordering, then close and reopen with proper byte ordering 
ByteOrder = fread(fd,1,'ushort'); 
if ByteOrder==61680 
    fclose(fd); 
    fd = fopen(fname,'r','ieee-be'); 
else 
    fclose(fd); 
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    fd = fopen(fname,'r','ieee-le'); 
end 
  
%---WFM static file information 
out.ByteOrder               = fread(fd, 1,'ushort' ); 
out.VersionNum              = fread(fd, 8,'*char'  )'; 
if ~any(strcmp(out.VersionNum,{':WFM#001';':WFM#002';':WFM#003'})) 
    fclose(fd); 
    error('File "%s" is not a valid WFM file',fname) 
end 
out.NumDigitsInByteCount    = fread(fd, 1,'char'   ); 
out.NumBytesToEOF           = fread(fd, 1,'long'   ); 
out.NumBytesPerPoint        = fread(fd, 1,'char'   ); 
out.ByteOffsetToCurveBuffer = fread(fd, 1,'long'   ); 
out.HorZoomScale            = fread(fd, 1,'long'   ); 
out.HorZoomPos              = fread(fd, 1,'float32'); 
out.VerZoomScale            = fread(fd, 1,'double' ); 
out.VerZoomPos              = fread(fd, 1,'float32'); 
out.WaveformLabel           = fread(fd,32,'*char'  )'; 
out.N                       = fread(fd, 1,'ulong'  ); 
out.HeaderSize              = fread(fd, 1,'ushort' ); 
  
%---WFM header 
out.SetType                 = fread(fd, 1,'int'   ); 
out.WfmCnt                  = fread(fd, 1,'ulong' ); 
jnk                         = fread(fd,36,'uchar' ); % Skip these for now 
out.DataType                = fread(fd, 1,'int'   ); 
jnk                         = fread(fd,28,'uchar' ); % Skip these for now 
switch out.VersionNum 
case {':WFM#002' ':WFM#003'} 
    jnk                     = fread(fd, 1,'ushort'); % Skip these for now 
end 




%---Explicit Dimension 1/2 
s = []; 
for n=1:2 
    s.DimScale              = fread(fd, 1,'double'); 
    s.DimOffset             = fread(fd, 1,'double'); 
    s.DimSize               = fread(fd, 1,'ulong' ); 
    s.Units                 = fread(fd,20,'*char' ); 
    s.DimExtentMin          = fread(fd, 1,'double'); 
    s.DimExtentMax          = fread(fd, 1,'double'); 
    s.DimResolution         = fread(fd, 1,'double'); 
    s.DimRefPoint           = fread(fd, 1,'double'); 
    s.Format                = fread(fd, 1,'int'   ); 
    s.StorageType           = fread(fd, 1,'int'   ); 
    jnk                     = fread(fd,20,'uchar' ); % Skip these for now 
    s.UserScale             = fread(fd, 1,'double'); 
    s.UserUnits             = fread(fd,20,'*char' ); 
    s.UserOffset            = fread(fd, 1,'double'); 
    switch out.VersionNum 
    case ':WFM#003' 
        s.PointDensity      = fread(fd, 1,'double'); 
    otherwise 
        s.PointDensity      = fread(fd, 1,'ulong' ); 
    end 
    s.HRef                  = fread(fd, 1,'double'); 
    s.TrigDelay             = fread(fd, 1,'double'); 
    out.ExplicitDimension(n) = s; 
end 
  
%---Implicit Dimension 1/2 
s=[]; 
for n=1:2 
    s.DimScale              = fread(fd, 1,'double'); 
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    s.DimOffset             = fread(fd, 1,'double'); 
    s.DimSize               = fread(fd, 1,'ulong' ); 
    s.Units                 = fread(fd,20,'*char' )'; 
    jnk                     = fread(fd,16,'uchar' ); % Skip these for now 
    s.DimResolution         = fread(fd, 1,'double'); 
    jnk                     = fread(fd,12,'uchar' ); % Skip these for now 
    s.UserScale             = fread(fd, 1,'double'); 
    s.UserUnits             = fread(fd,20,'*char' ); 
    s.UserOffset            = fread(fd, 1,'double'); 
    switch out.VersionNum 
    case ':WFM#003' 
        s.PointDensity      = fread(fd, 1,'double'); 
    otherwise 
        s.PointDensity      = fread(fd, 1,'ulong' ); 
    end 
    s.HRef                  = fread(fd, 1,'double'); 
    s.TrigDelay             = fread(fd, 1,'double'); 
    out.ImplicitDimension(n) = s; 
end 
  
%---Time Base 1/2 Information 
s=[]; 
for n=1:2 
    s.RealPointSpacing      = fread(fd, 1,'ulong' ); 
    s.Sweep                 = fread(fd, 1,'int'   ); 
    s.TypeOfBase            = fread(fd, 1,'int'   ); 
    out.TimeBase(n) = s; 
end 
  
%---WFM Update Spec 
jnk                         = fread(fd,24,'uchar'); % Skip these for now 
  
%---WFM Curve Information 
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jnk                         = fread(fd,10,'uchar'); % Skip these for now 
PrechargeStartOffset        = fread(fd, 1,'ulong'); 
DataStartOffset             = fread(fd, 1,'ulong'); 
PostchargeStartOffset       = fread(fd, 1,'ulong'); 
PostchargeStopOffset        = fread(fd, 1,'ulong'); 
EndOfCurveBufferOffset      = fread(fd, 1,'ulong'); 




out.CurveSizeInBytes = PostchargeStartOffset - DataStartOffset; 
out.CurveSize = out.CurveSizeInBytes / out.NumBytesPerPoint; 
jnk = fread(fd,DataStartOffset,'uchar'); % Skip precharge 
 if nargin<3         
    data_start = 1; 
    data_stop = out.CurveSize; 
end 
switch out.NumBytesPerPoint 
    case 1 
        if data_start > 1 
        jnk = fread(fd,data_start-1,'*int8'); 
        out.CurveData = fread(fd,data_stop-data_start+1,'*int8'); 
        else 
        out.CurveData = fread(fd,data_stop,'*int8'); 
        end 
    case 2 
        if data_start > 1 
        out.CurveData = fread(fd,data_start-1,'*int16'); 
        out.CurveData = fread(fd,data_stop-data_start+1,'*int16'); 
        else 
        out.CurveData = fread(fd,data_stop,'*int16'); 




      
%---Close file 
fclose(fd); 
%E_DimOffset = out.ExplicitDimension(1,1).DimOffset; 
%E_DimScale = out.ExplicitDimension(1,1).DimScale; 
%E_CurveData = out.CurveData; 
%I_DimOffset = out.ImplicitDimension(1,1).DimOffset 
%I_DimScale = out.ImplicitDimension(1,1).DimScale 
  
y = (out.ExplicitDimension(1,1).DimOffset) + 
(out.ExplicitDimension(1,1).DimScale)*double(out.CurveData);  
t = out.ImplicitDimension(1,1).DimOffset + 
out.ImplicitDimension(1,1).DimScale*(data_start:data_stop); 
out_descript.Fs = 1/out.ImplicitDimension(1,1).DimScale; 
out_descript.Ts = out.ImplicitDimension(1,1).DimScale; 
out_descript.N = out.CurveSize; 
out_descript.byte = out.NumBytesPerPoint; 
out_descript.fname = fname; 
outdata = y; 
timedata = t; 
 
A.6 Lens focus simulation 
 
% This program predicts the profile of a beam when the initial spot size 
% and radius of curvature are given.  
% initial conditions 
 
% wavelength in vacuum 
lambda = 1550e-9; 
  
% input spot size and radius of curvature 
w0 = 2e-3; 
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R0 = inf; 
q0 = (1/R0 - i*lambda/(pi*w0^2))^(-1); 
  
% lenses 
f(1) = 75e-3 
f(2) = -100e-3; 
f(3) = 7e-3; 
  
x = 250e-3; 
y = 110e-3; 
  
% distances 
conversion = 25.4e-3; 
d(1) = 20e-3; 
d(2) = NaN; 
d(3) = x; 
d(4) = NaN; 
d(5) = y; 
d(6) = NaN; 
d(7) = 20e-3; 
  
% supply matrix elements 
% M = [selection of channel, n1,n2, A,B,C,D]  
% 1 = space element 
% 2 = transition element 
  
M1 = [1, 1,1, 1,d(1)/1,0,1]; 
M2 = [2, 1,1, 1,0,-1/f(1),1]; 
M3 = [1, 1,1, 1,d(3)/1,0,1]; 
M4 = [2, 1,1, 1,0,-1/f(2),1]; 
M5 = [1, 1,1, 1,d(5)/1,0,1]; 
M6 = [2, 1,1, 1,0,-1/f(3),1]; 




M = [M1;M2;M3;M4;M5;M6;M7]; 
  
% calculate beam profiles and spot sizes 
for k = 1:size(M,1) 
    [q,w,x] = ABCD(lambda,M(k,:),d(k),q0); 
    distance(k,:) = x; 
    spotsize(k,:) = w; 
    q0 = q(size(q,2)); 
    clear q w x  
end 
  
% (1) chain the distances and spotsizes 
% (2) lens locations 
[distance,spotsize,lens] = shift(M,distance,spotsize); 
  
% unit conversions 
conv1 = 1000; 
conv2 = 1e3; 
distance = distance*conv1; 
spotsize = spotsize*conv2; 
  
xmin = min(distance); 
xmax = max(distance); 
ymin = -1.1*max(spotsize); 
ymax = 1.1*max(spotsize); 
  
figure 
 e1 = plot(distance,spotsize,distance,-spotsize); 
hold on  
e2 = plot(distance,lens); 
  
set(e1,'LineWidth',1.5,'Color',[1 0 0]), 
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set(e2,'LineWidth',1.5,'Color',[0 0.3 1]), 
  
xlabel('Distance (mm)'), 
ylabel('Spot Size (mm)'), 
  
% axis([300 xmax -0.2 0.2]), 
axis([xmin xmax ymin ymax]), 
grid 
  
x = distance(end) 
y = spotsize(end) 
 
 
